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Abstract
Optical signal detection is most readily done with classical sources emitting signals
which undergo very little attenuation. Detection of signals with these power levels
benefits from classical photodetectors, where the photon induced electronic signal is
discernible above the background noise. In other instances, where the optical signal
may start from an attenuated source, or in cases where the optical signal is severely
attenuated in transit, a detector which exhibits gain converts a weak optical signal
into a measurable electrical one. Detectors which convert a weak photo-generated
electrical pulse into a strong one do so through a process known as carrier avalanche
and can only take place when the photodetector’s applied voltage is high enough.
The voltage applied depends on physical parameters of the avalanche photodetector,
like it’s width and doping factors.

iv

APD’s, as it will be shown, bridge the gap from classical detector to detection at
the quantum limit of single photons. This work will, in fact, explain the two modes
of operation that makes avalanche photon detectors responsive to both highly attenuated classical sources down to attenuated sources averaging roughly one photon per
pulse. Figures of merit will show APDs operated separately in both modes of operation yield exceptional performance compared to devices of similar architecture and
materials. Lastly, other opto-electronic devices with compatible processing will be
described, with the final goal of designing and characterizing high performance optoelectronic modular components that can be seamlessly integrated with one another
for a complete signals package.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Overview

Optical means of communication are accomplished in free-space and fiber based
infrastructures. It is a robust means of communication that is indifferent to electronic
interference, radiological environments, and can be done on frequency agnostic fiber
allowing virtually an infinite number of signals, within the constraints of the optoelectronic hardware in series. Signal manipulation, such as modulation and filtering,
needs to be wavelength specific and tunable in order to meet the demand for a
spectrum of signals to accurately be routed and segregated. Similarly, for signals
with intentional or environmentally attenuated power, detectors sensitive enough to
the lower power signals must have commensurate capabilities to keep up with other
components in the signal processing line. These components could be interferometers,
filters, polarization dependent splitters, as well as other modular components that
can be used as part of a package-able transmitter-receiver, or transceiver.
At the limit of both modulation and detection, a signal with enough attenuation
is merely the manipulation and absorption of a single photon. Opto-electronic com-
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ponents that route the photon need to do so in an efficient manner with little to no
attenuation, on average, to the quantized pulse. Similarly, a single photon detector
needs to have good characteristics to increase the electronic signal produced by creation of the electron-hole pair above the noise. Therefore, a detector with internal
gain capable of producing a large signal-to-noise ratio has applications in free-space
as well as fiber based signaling. Specifically for the telecommunication wavelengths
of 1310 nm and 1550 nm, performance enhancements to both signal modulation and
detection can easily be adapted into current infrastructures.
In this thesis, we will examine CMOS integratable modular components that can
be integrated to form a fully waveguide-coupled transmitter/receiver, or transceiver.
We will begin by looking at passive coupling components that introduce light into a
waveguide. Next, Graphene-based field effect transistors (GFETs) will be discussed,
specifically noise measurement capabilities. An examination of resonant modulators
will follow, including some future designs meant to improve modulator thermal efficiency. The next topic will build the foundation for the bulk of my graduate work
on avalanche photodiodes (APDs). A brief explanation of PiN photodetectors will
precede more detailed characterization and analysis of APDs ran in linear mode, and
subsequently, Geiger mode.
As a brief overview of my contribution, I was originally brought into the Applied
Silicon photonics group at Sandia towards the beginning of a grand challenge called
Transceiver for QUAntum Keys and Encryption (T-Quake). My purpose was to
bring to fruition the single photon detectors by the end of the 3-year grand challenge.
Fortunately, I was given the opportunity to be involved in much more. From the
beginning it was clear detecting even low light levels was going to be a challenge,
and since I didn’t have much experience in applied photonics, I was brought up
slowly, first working with heater-modulators. First was characterization of heatermodulators in close proximity to each other, then modeling through the use of Finite
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Element Method software. In this instance, data collected on the thermal cross
talk between two modulators was compared to simulated data with great agreement,
allowing further hypothesis to be made, such as methods for connecting modulators
electrically without having the same electrical conduits transfer significant heat.
As I returned to avalanche photodiode work, I was mentored on a newly acquired
probe station. From here I immediately began automating the probe station for wafer
scale characterizability. What used to take days to measure, now took, less than 7
hours. As the demand rose for testing of devices both optically and electrically, so
did my programming to step to subsequent devices and optimize based on a type
of feedback loop. This was so beneficial, in fact, that it was implemented for other
passive wafers with paramerization of grating couplers. I scripted the automation
of the probe station, analyzed the results, and hypothesized optimized parameters
for 1000’s of grating couplers with variations in all of its sizes. For this wafer-scale
testing, it would not have been feasible to do it without automation because of the
sheer number of testable elements.
Of course, the automation was extended to opto-electronic devices as well, such
as the linear mode and Geiger-mode APDs. With the Geiger-mode APDs, I even
tested as a function of temperature on the probe station for better screening of nonoptimal devices. About half way through our grand challenge I took data on set of
APDs that proved to be outstanding for linear mode operation. These results were
published and are included in this manuscript. Because the noise measurements were
so thorough, colleagues offered me the privilege of working on Graphene field effect
transistors (G-FETs). I characterized the noise on these devices with good results
relative to similar devices and the results are pending publication.
Returning to the main purpose of my group hiring me, I returned to my APD work
in search of finding a single photon detector among tens of thousands of APDs, which
had variations in doping concentrations, multiplication region widths, Germanium
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widths, charge layer widths, total APD length, as well as non-standard variations
in coupling and doping techniques which will be discussed later. In the end, it took
until the final week of the grand challenge to get decent results and beyond the grand
challenge to get improved results. Without funding for the project the remainder of
the work, and write-up of results for publication, were done outside of work hours.
That is what this project meant to me.
Currently, I am working on a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA) for chip-scale beam-steering of telecommunication wavelength light for
ranging and detection. Because my simulation background proved to be beneficial,
I was given the opportunity to come up with my own heater-modulator design and
publish on results for heater-modulators with improved efficiency through substrate
removal. I characterized, simulated, and improved the design for external as well as
integrated heater-modulators. My devices are currently being fabricated in Sandia’s
Silicon fab.

1.2

Importance

There are two important factors that need to stated: the first is the importance of
having a detector that is sensitive to low light levels and second, is having such a
detector integratable with other telecommunication components, preferably, in the
same material platform for ease of fabrication.
Its paramount to have a detector that is sensitive to low incident light because in
any communication scheme, the optical signal may have to travel vast distances, or
may be emanating from a very weak source. We will assume for all other instances,
a standard photodetector will suffice. However, when the final signal incident on the
detector is not large enough to exceed the noise of the detector, there is nothing to
discern it from the background and, thus, the receiver is not able to interpret the
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information send from the transmitter, or source. Optical amplifiers can be used to
increase photon density, but these types of devices introduce their own noise into
the system, which counteracts any benefit that might have come from the photon
gain. Better yet, what is needed is a device which is able to internally increase the
signal from the incoming light and do so with no ancillary equipment. We will see
that the second portion, the ancillary equipment, is a difficult issue to resolve since
even an oscilloscope can serve to convolute the detector’s performance with it’s own
performance limitations.
We will see with APDs, the gain mechanism occurs by increasing the electrical
signal, not the optical. And given our separate multiplication design, it does so with
the minimal amount of added, or excess, noise. This is important because it aids in
developing a detector that is responsive to even single photons. There APD needs
to be adjusted to make this transition from classical to light to single photons but,
nonetheless, it can all be done within the same platform. This brings us to our next
importance, integratability. This is not just important for cost, but also for how it
can be implemented.
APD fabrication can be done in many materials, and can be done on platforms
other than CMOS compatible Silicon. However, this may pose an issue if one is
trying to integrate it with other modular components which happen to be fabricated
on Silicon on insulator (SOI) technology. Our APDs are meant to be an addition
from which colleagues and future designers can integrate with our other components,
and most definitely more advanced future components, for an ultimate waveguidecoupled receiver. Given future improvements on optical sources, this may turn out
to be a high-performance transceiver.
Improving some designs while completely inventing others in a Silicon photonics
platform allows us to densely fabricate devices on, soon to be, 8 inch wafers. Historically our yields have been quite good and will continue to stay constant regardless
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of wafer size. But, what does benefit from the Si platform is how we can densely
fabricate devices. So given an optimized design theoretically derived, we can make
multiple iterations of the design with subtle variations to really hone in on the optimal, testable, device. Device spacing is more of a concern with devices with thermal
tuners or heaters but is still not of serious concern since initial testing is done on
individual devices and not so much for packages of integrated components.
Since our devices are nearly all waveguide-coupled this provides a significant advantage compared to other devices developed and published where light is introduced
surface normal to the tested modular component. Since they are fed by waveguide,
the device can be characterized with any loss that may be intrinsic to the waveguide
or waveguide-device interaction. More importantly, if the final product necessitates
integrating multiple modular Si photonic components, they are already designed and
tested for easy integration. A better description, since all the integrated components
handle the optical signal in one form or another would be to implement the setup
for applications of integrated optics.

1.3

Telecommunication

Optical signaling, despite typically requiring some fiber medium, such as a waveguide,
to travel through, is a robust form of communication. Light can travel vast distances
with minimal attenuation, roughly 0.2 dB/km [2]. An optical signal can also be modulated so a signal can be coded in it’s modulation, signal amplitude [3] and phase.
Pulsed amplitude modulation requires a detector able to discern the multiple levels
but can be filtered through the same routers as modulated signals, something a linear
mode operated avalanche photodetector might be useful for. Avalanche photodiodes,
or photodetectors with gain, will be explained later no in detail. However, their inclusion in bench-top or chip-scale transceivers reduces the limitation on communication
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because of an APDs inherent ability to work with low-photon signals.
Photonic communication has developed to have active and passive components
fabricated in a dense environment such as in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM). Filter and modulators can be fabricated for resonances and specific
wavelengths. To account for variation in fabrication, heater elements can be added
within or in close proximity to both filters and modulators in order to counteract
those variations or deviations in resonances due to environmental conditions, such as
heat dissipation from nearby equipment. This was also a topic of research and will
be explained later in greater detail. Solutions shown will not only help the efficiency
of the modulators, but also reduce thermal crosstalk because of reciprocity.
Another benefit to optical means of communication is that nearly all of the components, with the exception of the emitter/laser until recently [4], can be fabricated
in Silicon. Silicon has been a well adapted material for CMOS technology for many
decades now and is the platform on which all my devices for research were fabricated
from. Si growth, doping, and all other adjustable parameters are done at Sandia
National Labs Silicon fabrication facility. This gives the designer better oversight
over the process flow and keeps fabrication in a ”trusted” environment.

1.4

Silicon Photonics

Silicon is our CMOS compatible material of choice. It is used for photonic structures,
including applications from poor emitters [5] to absorbers. It’s important to distinguish Si used as a photovoltaic (PV) absorber from a photodetector. PV is beyond
the scope of what should be included in this dissertation, however, there are some
common issues both types of absorbers struggle with. Maintaining a high transmittance for a surface incident absorber ensures losses are kept to a minimum [6, 7].
Likewise, reducing vacancies or trapping states increases the efficiency [8,9]. As a last
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example, operating the absorber above a certain temperature range will degrade its
performance [10,11]. Notice any of the previous examples could have easily described
a photovoltaic solar cell or pin photodetector.
At Sandia National Labs (SNL), Si photonics are fabricated in our Microsystems
and Engineering Sciences Applications (MESA) fabrication facility with the goal to
”...develop beyond leading edge trusted microsystems technologies to enable new and
increasingly powerful macro-system capability and functionality for critical national
security problems.” The facility works with both CMOS and MEMS technologies,
for applications ranging from Quantum systems to power electronics and sensors.

Figure 1.1: a) Compatible wafers at Sandia Labs Fabrication Facilities. b) Single
mask reticle of a chip where there are 16 fully usable chips within a wafer. c) Photonic
intregrated circuit (PIC) using components measured individually in b).

Figure 1.1 represents some of the Si photonics capabilities Sandia has for fabri-
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cation and design. In Fig. 1.1 (a), there are wafers of different sizes and materials
all capable of being processed at Sandia. A single chip of dimension 32x25 mm is
shown in 1.1 (b) with 6 dice lanes in between to further separate components for
characterization or packaging. Mask layers can be in excess of 20 layers, from Si
doping implants to metal contact. In some designs, the depicted reticle set does not
need to be diced further. There are grating couplers to couple light in surface normal for optical characterization. Lastly, Fig. 1.1 (c) is a 3-D rendering of Quantum
transceiver, that has been designed and fabricated at Sandia’s Mesa facility. Components for the transceiver are measured individually with some components actually
depicted in Fig. 1.1 (b), such as the avalanche photodiode.
The Silicon fabrication facility at SNL currently fabricates using 6 inch wafers.
However, conversion to 8 inch wafers is currently underway. The fabrication process
can include over 100 steps that can be, for example, implant doping to oxide growth.
In all instances, the fab starts with bare Silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers. These have
a 675 µm Si handle with a 3 µm buried oxide layer, followed by 250 nm of active Si.
The SiO2 oxide layer serves a few purposes. It electrically isolates the active devices
from the Si handle. It also thermally isolates the devices. And yet another important
feature of the oxide cladding is to provide material with which to etch into to define
other structure, for example, like metal. In fact, the last deposition is usually oxide
to cap all the layers for protection.
Starting from the active Si layer above the buried oxide (BOX) layer, the Si can
be etched to form a ridge or fully etched to define a cut. Both types of Si etch
are shown in Fig. 1.2, with the ridge-cut explicitly being shown. Next is where
implants would be included for active devices. Shown in the Si layer is p and n
doping as well as heavily doped p+ and n+ for contacts. P doping is achieved
through Boron implantation and n doping is achieved through Arsenic. For heavily
doped n contacts we use Phosphorous. The now doped Si layer is clad is oxide and
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Figure 1.2: Cross-section of grown and deposited layers as part of Sandia’s Si process
flow.

polished via chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) before deposition of Nitride,
if applicable. If Nitride is not needed oxide deposition is continued for a specific
height above the underlying active Si layer.
In order to make our APDs and other photon sensitive devices, lithography is used
to define windows where to etch for Germanium growth. As seen from Fig. 1.2, the
Ge is epitaxially grown from the Si layer. The following step, if not readily apparent
requires CMP of the surface followed by oxide deposition once again. So far the active
devices are fabricated but electrically floating a oxide structure. Next windows are
defined and etched for the formation of silicide, then deposition of Tungsten to create
the vias, polishing follows. A metal layer is then deposited then defined to create the
interconnects and pad layout, oxide deposition and CMP follows. Lastly, electrical
pad openings are defined and etched, with a final anneal to active the doping.
The fabrication steps are complex in that each step needs to be carefully considered with respect to previous steps. It was seen when contacts were made to the
Ge absorption region, a later step of CMP had detrimental effects on the absorption material. As seen in 1.3, there are voids in the Ge absorption region where the
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chemical CMP slurry dissolved large portions of the Germanium. The contacts were
later changed from trench-type contacts, where the contact was continuous along the
length of the Ge, to segmented contacts, where the Tungsten trenches were etched
individually along the length of the Ge.

Figure 1.3: Germanium erosion due to combination of Germanium contact and CMP
polishing. Voids in Ge degrade performance and are seen in trench-type contacts.

Ge is epitaxially grown within a defined trench on top of a Si sublayer. This is
specifically called selective area epitaxy (SAE) although this is more of a heteroepitaxy since Ge and Si are not only different materials, they also have a different lattice
constant. Because they have a different lattice constant, we typically get threading
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dislocations that start at or near the Si/Ge interface and continue through the Ge.
There is very little that can be done to combat this since the Si has a smaller lattice
constant. As Ge adsorbs to the surface and builds up, it does so under some strain
since the atoms don’t properly align. Despite any mismatch in lattice, Ge is still
responsive to telecommunication wavelengths and is CMOS compatible, making it
really the only candidate for detector material.
As the Ge is grown within the trench it is in-situ doped for ohmic contact. Typically, this is heavily doped n+ or p+, depending if its a photodetector or APD.
The thickness of the epitaxially grown Ge is, for the most part, fixed at 800 nm.
On a single wafer, this would, of course, be a fixed dimension since the Ge is grown
uniformly across the wafer. However, the Ge thickness can be varied from wafer to
wafer, which can allow the silicon, for instance, to be grown in the trench before the
Ge. The Ge would then have a Si pedestal to nucleate from, but more importantly
the added Si pedestal can have beneficial device performance enhancements, such as
for photodetectors. Being able to tune the Ge thickness lets us have better control
of the threading dislocations and absorption efficiency.
Figure 1.4 shows some tests done where not all the Aluminum pads were exposed.
You can see the unopened, where SiO2 still resides over the pad, and opened pad
areas. Although the Aluminum dimensions may be 50 x 50 µm2 , the opening is only
40 x 40 µm2 to keep the Al from lifting off during physical contact. For purposes
of packaging it may be more useful to have longer, rectangular pad designs for wire
bonding. The longer pads will give the wirebonder more area to weld or compress
the wire on to. Further processing steps may be necessary to dice the wafer, with up
to six dice lanes, but also within each die for the latest chip-scale package.
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Figure 1.4: Waveguide coupled device with three electrical probing pads per device.
Notice the pad etching is mis-aligned so that not all the pads are exposed. In this
microscope image, only two Aluminum pads are exposed.
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Waveguide Integration

Coupling on and off a Si photonic chip can be a difficult process and can involve
significant signal loss. A better approach is to couple onto the chip once and do all of
the processing on chip, funneling the light from device to device through waveguides.
The manner in we bring light onto our chips is done in two ways, end-fire and grating
coupling. As the name implies, end-fired coupling entails bringing a specific type of
single mode fiber (SMF-28) up to or near the end of the chip where the waveguide
is. This method cannot be done wafer scale. chips must be diced out and care must
be taken not to chip the edges. Grating couplers use alternating Si and SiO2 stacks
to scatter the optical mode from the fiber into the waveguide. The grating couplers
tend to be more lossy, but one of their advantages is devices can be tested wafer
scale. There is no need to dice up devices for testing. Ultimately, both methods of
coupling have their place in the design flow depending on testing and final design
requirements.
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2.1

End-fire Coupling

For chip scale measurements, most coupling of optical signals is done through endfire waveguides. The waveguides come in many forms and can feed directly into
the device, such as in our photodetectors, or can run next to the device and couple
evanescently, such as in our microdisk modulators. An efficient end-fired waveguide
allows a fiber, either cleaved or lensed, to be coupled to the waveguide with little
loss, less than 3 dB per facet repeatedly. Improving efficiency can be done with index
matching fluid, whereby the fluid gets rid of the air between the fiber and chip, so the
reflection associated with the glass/air interface is completely removed. This type of
coupling is straight forward, since all that’s necessary is alignment of the fibers with
the waveguide and with the correct choice of high index fiber and index matching
fluid, can be as low as 0.5 dB per facet.
Assuming the chips were diced properly, minimal polishing is needed to have a
clean facet on the coupling side(s) of the chip. Chip polishing is not a common step
for us, this would be a possible step if minimizing chip loss was important. However,
one can envision in a packaged device, it would be beneficial to take extra measures
to polish the ends. Our waveguide fabrication process in a CMOS design allows us
to densely pack waveguide coupled devices. This can be seen in Fig. 2.1 (a), which
is a GDS representation of testable devices.
The devices are densely packed but the importance of the waveguides are highlighted in the inset. These particular devices have 180 nm wide waveguide, which
adiabatically taper out to 400 nm moving towards the device under test. An adiabatic taper is a slowly varying taper meant to increase or decrease the waveguide
cross-sectional area, giving the optical mode length to adjust its shape and not scatter or alter the mode profile. This is best used near the ends of the waveguide when
going from waveguide in the chip to end-fired fiber. Decreasing the waveguide width
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expands the mode and better matches it to the eigenmode of the fiber. This improves
coupling efficiency to the SMF-28 fibers we use which have a core diameter of 9 µm.
a)

Waveguides(

400(nm(

Adiaba&c(
Taper(

180(nm(

Dicing(Lane(

230 nm

b)

c)

230 nm

230 nm

180 nm

Figure 2.1: a) GDS representation of waveguides feeding to separate devices. Note
the lane meant for dicing at the bottom. The inset is a closer view of the two
waveguides, highlighting the adiabatic taper, taking the waveguide from 180 nm to
400nm wide. b) Two types of waveguides with varying widths. The top (230 nm)
waveguide is suited for optimal TE polarization. Bottom (180 nm) waveguide is
mean to have equal performance for both TE and TM polarization. Next to each
waveguide cross-section is an FDTD simulation of the fundamental eigenmode. c) is
the eigenmode solution for a standard SMF-28 fiber. Note the overlap of the field
between the 180 nm wide waveguide and the single mode fiber.

The waveguide is fabricated into the dicing lane for anchoring. This was done
since processing has shown the waveguide to peel up, due to its small width, so
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increasing the length was meant to mitigate lift off. Another benefit of extending
the waveguide into the dice lane is that dicing will overlap with the waveguide,
ensuring coupling. Our dicing procedures were repeatable from wafer to wafer which
made facet loss consistent. More importantly, dicing was quite consistent within a
wafer, ensuring our method of facet calibration was accurate. Calibrating the loss at
each facet simply involved taking the total loss across the chip and dividing by two
to obtain the loss at each facet. Of course the power right before the first fast had
to be know, but by keeping the same setup and fibers this initial intensity was found
to remain constant.
In Fig. 2.1 (b), it is clear there are two widths associated with waveguide designs
we have incorporated. The top design utilizes a Si waveguide width of 180 nm.
This is ideal for TE polarization and is what we use for modulators and our single
photon detectors. Below that depicts a waveguide with 230 nm width, which is mean
to offer similar efficiency for both TE and TM polarized light running through the
waveguide. In both instances of the waveguide width, the Si height is 230 nm, and
there are typically adiabatic tapers to increase the waveguide to 400 nm, or larger.
The tapers are also useful in preferentially selecting the TE polarization to continue
to the device under test.
Figure 2.1 (b) also shows FDTD solutions for the two waveguide widths. These
are the eigen-mode solutions taken from the software for the fundamental mode. The
230 nm waveguide does a good job of confining the mode to the waveguide as can
be seen by the power legend, which is in log scale. The 180 nm is less confined and
expands quite a bit. But this is what is necessary to couple light to or from a single
mode SMF-28 fiber. The x-axis clearly shows the mode expands to 8 µm to mode
match to the fiber. Lastly, fig. 2.1 (c) shows the simulated fundamental mode for an
SMF-28 fiber. There is good overlap between the 180 nm waveguide and the fiber
for more efficient coupling.
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2.2

Grating Coupling

When dicing isn’t possible, or necessary, or when device packaging cannot accommodate fibers fitted to the side of a chip, the other option is coupling to the waveguide
through grating couplers. Grating couplers consist of Si and SiO2 grating teeth that
sit one after the other. As light is incident at an angle, θ, relative to normal incidence, each tooth scatters light. And with proper selection of grating pitch and
width, the light can be made to constructively interfere down the waveguide. Again,
this is angle as well as wavelength dependent. The top image in Fig. 2.2 shows a
grating coupler design with blow up of the Si and SiO2 teeth. The SiO2 tooth is
really a not fully etched Si layer. The bottom left image is how a fiber couples to
the grating and what the angle, θ, is relative to.
Typical grating couplers we used were V-grooved fiber arrays with 8 or so fibers
held in place between two glass slides. The pitch was meant to mimic what ever
designs were intended to test. Referencing Fig. 2.1 (a), the pitch would need to 100
µm in order to measure multiple devices. Since 1550 nm was the typical wavelength
used, the grating couplers were canted by 8o from normal incidence. More explicitly,
the V-grooved arrays were ordered to be canted so that when mounted to a standard
Cascade Microtech probe holder, the array would be at the required angle.
Studies were done with a tunable laser to see how much throughput we could
attain using an 8o fiber array at wavelengths from 1500 nm to 1600 nm, where the
angle would be 0o at normal incidence. Figure 2.3 is data taken using a through
waveguide where both sides of the waveguide have grating couplers coupled to a
V-grooved array. Figure 2.3 (a) depicts changes in displacement in the x-direction,
or parallel to the waveguide. Note that as the wavelength from the tunable laser
source increases, a larger displacement is needed for maximum throughput. Figure
2.3 (b) depicts changes in displacement in the y direction, or perpendicular to the
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θ
Fiber
Si

SiO2

Grating Coupler
Figure 2.2: Top image is a mask design layout of the grating coupler including a
portion of the waveguide. Bottom left image is how the device is setup to optimize
the angle, wavelength is optimized as well.

waveguide. There is no change in this direction, as there shouldn’t be, since this
dimension is not wavelength dependent.
In all instances the maximum throughput decreases from 1520 since that is what
these particular grating couplers were designed around. The actual wavelength may
have been 1550 nm but additional canting from the probe holders as well as other
mechanical issues could have been what caused the optimal wavelength to shift lower.
At 1600 nm, the fiber array was starting to overlap passed the grating coupler, moving
towards the device along the waveguide. On average, there was approximately 17.5
dB of loss per grating coupler facet, about 6 times higher than the end fired design.
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Figure 2.3: Fiber optimization as a function of wavelength. a) Power throughput
when fiber array is adjusted in x-direction only. b) Power throughput when fiber
array is adjusted in y-direction only.
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However, depending on the grating couplers used and the angle of their incidence,
this could be reduces to a loss of 11 dB per facet.
The important thing is not to reduce the amount of loss as much as possible for all
cases, but to make sure it’s calibrated well. In the case of single photon detection,
additional optical signal loss is actually beneficial in order to get down to single
photon levels, but the loss needed to be well calibrated. Ideally, what was done and
what would be recommended is calibrate the light in through the grating couplers in
one direction, and then calibrate the whole setup with light incident from the other
direction. To keep the setup as consistent as possible it would be necessary to put
paddle shifter on both ends so that when the tunable laser input and output are
switched, the light going into either side of the grating coupled through waveguide
can be optimized for maximum throughput in, for example, TE polarization.
Clearly there is a cost-benefit for using grating couplers for top-down optical
signal insertion. So, optimizing the grating couplers for maximum efficiency is of
benefit. Work was done on measuring hundreds of variations of grating couplers on
an automated probe station. Variations in the grating pitch and duty cycle were
fabricated into through waveguides similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). Here
only three, the ones with lowest attenuation, are shown. Figure 2.4 (b) is a zoomed
in view of the GDS-style grating couplers with values of the grating’s width, length,
pitch, and duty cycle. Figure 2.4 (c) show the overlayed wavelength sweeps for the the
nearly 500 measured through waveguides. The graph below is the average throughput
for the three grating coupled waveguides shown. One can see that attenuation for the
entire setup is only 9.6 dB, on average. This is a clear instance where a V-grooved
array is useful given it has the same pitch as the curved through waveguide, so light
only one probe holder is needed to hold the fiber array.
Fibers used for coupling to end-fire and grating coupled waveguides have been
cleaved standard single mode fibers (SMF) as well as lensed fibers from Oz Optics
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Figure 2.4: Analysis of grating couplers. a) 3 different length waveguides. b) Grating
couplers for the associated grating coupled through waveguides. c) Top graph of
wavelength sweeps for nearly 500 variations of grating coupled waveguides. Bottom
graph is the average loss of the grating couplers from c). With the duty cycle and
pitch being constant, the attenuation was roughly 9.6 dB.

and V-grooved arrays from Epi-photonics (V GA−8−250−8−A−10.3−5.95−1.2−
S − 1300/1550 − 9/125 − 3A − 1 − 1 − 1). Examples of Oz Optics lensed fibers are
shown in Fig. 2.5 (a). V-grooved array designs are shown in Fig. 2.5 (b) (top) where
each fiber is denoted as a channel. Below are some array designs with variations in
fiber pitch and the number of fibers. These are just some of the designs available
for coupling to chip and wafer, at telecommunication wavelengths, for characterizing
some photonic integrated circuits.
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Figure 2.5: Coupling to devices. a) Tapered fiber design and final product for coupling to end-fire waveguides. b) V-grooved array design and final product for coupling
to grating couplers.

2.3

Polarizing Grating Couplers

During the course of a multi-collaboration, Transceivers for Quantum Keys and Encryption (T-QUAKE) grand challenge, work was done on the emission aspect of
secure communication. More explicitly, grating couplers were fabricated to take advantage of their throughput dependence on polarization [12–14]. In Fig. 2.6 (a) is an
example of the polarizing grating coupler of which, 800 variations were fabricated.
The variations included changes is pitch, duty cycle and grating patterning in order
to make a more polarizable grating coupler with minimal attenuation. All grating
couplers were of this same exact layout, with a central coupler for an input signal
and two lateral couplers for measuring optical power for polarization dependent effects. This is another prime example of the utility of having a fiber array for efficient
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measurements.
Figure 2.6 (b) shows the two patterns of Si gratings for testing the grating performance. It was found that the diamond pattern didn’t provide any noticeable
improvement across the varying pitch and duty cycle variations so subsequent analysis was only done on the square pattern grating couplers. A simple Matlab script
was written to ignore data from gratings that have 25 dB of loss or greater. In fig.
2.6 (c), the devices that had the best efficiency are shown with corresponding pitch
(P) and duty cycle (DC) in nanometers. There are some general trends that can be
seen, since grating couplers with the same pitch are color coded to have the same
color with the shapes varying according to the duty cycle.
In order to characterize the polarization dependence of the grating couplers, the
tunable laser source was first connected to a paddle shifter (PS1), then to a Thorlabs
workbench polarizer (WBP), then to another paddle shifter (PS2), and finally fiber
coupled to the center grating coupler. The purpose of PS1 was re-orient the laser’s
output polarization to be maximally aligned with that of the WBP. The purpose
of PS2 is to optimize the polarized light going into the grating coupler since it is
preferential to TE mode light. So the typical procedure was to first optimize the
fiber array location either manually or using a script, similar to what was done in
2.3. Then, depending on the WBP setting, 0o , ± 45o , or 90o polarization, PS1 and
PS2 would be adjusted for maximum throughput to either of the lateral grating
couplers.
There were 4 settings tested, one for each polarization setting on the WBP.
Knowing the actual polarization angle value isn’t necessary for this measurement,
only that the polarization in one of the 4 possibilities. With a V-grooved array of
the same pitch as the three grating couplers, the center fiber provides the input
signal from the tunable laser source and the two lateral fibers transmit the output
signal back to the tunable laser source. The Agilent laser source used was fitted with
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two optical power meters, which was beneficial for this experiment because as the
wavelength was swept at the input, the power could then be measured at the output
simultaneously. Figure 2.6 (d) shows the output power from the two lateral grating
couplers, labeled Ch1 and Ch2, for a given setting of the WBP.
In fig. 2.6 (d), there are two sets of curves, magenta and blue, show nearly
identical power distribution between the two lateral grating couplers. This implies
that the power is split evenly at the input, center, grating because the incident light
is a superposition of two polarizations. For the case of the green and black curves,
there is maximum extinction. This would be the case when the light is polarized for
one arm, say going through the top waveguide and very little couples in to the bottom
waveguide. There is roughly 22 dB of extinction in these polarizing grating couplers,
showing promise for applications to on chip polarization dependent segregation, for
example, in quantum key distribution (QKD).
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Figure 2.6: Polarizing grating couplers. a) GDS of one polarization dependent grating coupler. b) View of square grating coupler design (top). View of diamond grating
coupler design (bottom). c) Graph showing the efficiency of square grating coupler
design with variations in pitch and duty cycle. Diamond design was not included
since it wasn’t shown to have better throughput efficiency. d) Comparison of the
output grating couplers for a given 0 dBm input to the center grating.
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Graphene FETs
Noise analysis was done for graphene field effect transistors (GFETs) in the probe
station. Previous published work on linear mode operated APDs had shown fast
characterization of noise with the use of a signal analyzer. For the GFETs a similar
setup was adopted. The setup called for placing the GFET, which was backside
contacted for the Gate, to a Gold plated glass slide. The slide was then put into the
probe station for probing.

Figure 3.1: Electrical setup for GFET noise measurement.

Since the Source and Drain electrical probe pad were far apart and not symmetri-
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cally placed, DC probes (Cascade Microtech DCP-HTR) were used. The probes have
a replaceable tungsten probe tip and up to 150 MHz capability. Figure 3.1 shows the
electrical setup for measuring the noise of the GFET. No light was ever introduced
to the experiment, intentionally, for any measurement. The setup went through 5
iterations but this was the final one that showed the least amount of background
noise pickup.
Noise was measured using a Signal Analyzer (Agilent N9020A) with connection
shown in Fig. 3.1. Figure 3.2 is a screen capture from the signal analyzer’s noise
floor at 1 Hz bandwidth. Notice the floor is around -125 dBm. This is because 2
amplifiers, with a combined amplification of 50 dB, are connected to the input of the
signal analyzer and turned on. Normally the noise referred to the input of the signal
analyzer would be -176 dBm, approximately.
The cumulative noise that was studied in this work consisted of Johnson noise
and shot noise. Johnson noise, or Nyquist noise is the electronic noise resulting from
the thermal fluctuations of the moving charges, i.e. the electrons. This movement is
independent of net current flow through the metal lines or device, but is temperature
dependent. It is written as
r
iJN =

4kB T ∆f
[A]
R

(3.1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, ∆f is the bandwidth resolution,
and R is the resistance. Typically, the bandwidth should be 1 Hz if possible. Johnson
noise will be prevalent in any device ran at temperature and is increased with lower
resistance devices. Shot noise is the shot-to-shot variational noise coming from the
electrons. Because the particles flowing through the device are quantized, as we try
to lessen the shot noise, the fluctuation reaches a fundamental limit. So, given the
ability to remove all possible noise sources, the shot noise represents the minimum
noise we can expect to measure from a system or single device, known the current
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flowing through it. The shot noise can be represented as a current as
ishot =

p
2qIdc ∆f [A]

(3.2)

where q is the charge of an electron and Idc is the DC current through the device or
system.

Figure 3.2: Signal analyzer screen capture with 2 amplifiers in series.

Initial testing of the Graphene FET began with verifying electrical connection
through the Source to Drain current with dependence on back Gate voltage. The
sample was placed on a Gold deposited slide for back Gate contact. The device
was tested at room temperature in a Summit 12K probe station with top hat for
dark current noise measurements. Cascade Microtech DC probes were used for all
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electrical connections. DC probes allow bandwidth up to 150 MHz with Triax connections exiting the top hat. Temperature and light dependent studies were not done
in this initial testing. Because the noise of the GFET was so small, a total of 5 setup
iterations were done to try to reduce the noise seen at the signal analyzer.
Shown in Fig. 3.1, it is seen completely removing all BNC-type cables and banana
connectors was not possible. However, cable lengths were reduced as much as possible
and an additional bias tee was put on the Gate power supply to reduce noise to the
back gate. All this effort was done to reduce the additional noise pickup as much
as possible, in hopes of measuring the excess noise factor of the GFET. Using the
signal analyzer as a power measurement tool, the average power was calculated by
averaging over 400 points near some center frequency, 100 MHz for example, in order
to get the a more consistent power reading.
Figure 3.3 shows a screen capture from the signal analyzer with the two amplifiers
and GFET connected. Notice, in order to power the GFET, DC power supplies
were connected to the setup. This in turn introduced noise pickup seen at lower
frequencies. In this figure, the center frequency is 100 MHz. Data was taken at
multiple frequencies to ensure the excess noise of the GFET wasn’t being cutoff by
any of the inline electrical components, such as the probes or amplifiers.
Preliminary measurements suggested no change in noise floor for the device biased
despite setup improvements. So, to verify there wasn?t some additional pickup noise
at 100 MHz, the FET was biased at various center frequencies. For each case, the
back Gate was kept constant at +5V and the Source-Drain voltage was increased.
The 100 MHz measurement, blue line, was ran 5 separate times to calculate the
standard deviation. All measurements were accumulated for 5 minutes then the
noise was averaged to obtain the mean level. Figure 3.4 shows the different center
frequencies with varying source voltage.
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Figure 3.3: Signal analyzer screen capture with GFET and amplifiers connected.

The noise power varies for each frequency because the gain and noise figure are
frequency dependent. The calculated noise floor at 0V applied should be [-123,124.5,-127.1,-123.3] dBm for [75,140,250,100] MHz, respectively. You can see in fig.
3.4, it shows noise levels for increasing bias at various center frequencies. At 250 MHz
the measured value is 8 dB higher than expected. The probes were not designed
for this frequency range and are likely introducing their own pick up. There is no
conclusive trend from multiple frequencies in fig. 3.4.
In fig. 3.5, we show the output power at 100 MHz with some additional theoretical
curves that are explained in the next section. So, as can be seen in fig. 3.5, the
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Figure 3.4: Measured noise at different center frequencies, given increasing source
voltages to the GFET.

standard deviation of the first point, 0V, and last point, 0.5V, overlap. The amplitude
of these fluctuations, although small relative to the power level, is larger than the
noise associated with the FET. The noise floor shown is based on the calculated and
measured noise level given the series amplifiers.
Since the current setup is not yielding a conclusive value for the noise of the
Graphene FET, (1) we can calculate the shot current, input the measured total
current and background current, in order to calculate the value for the excess noise
factor, M, which is defined below. We can then (2) calculate the total current for
M=1, as well as other theoretical values of M, and compare to the measured total
current
(1) Calculated multiplicative noise factor, M
The shot noise can be calculated given a set Source voltage and current flowing
through the device as
ishot (0.1VSrc ) =

p
p
2qIdc ∆f = 2q(22.02µA)∆f = 2.65e−12 A

(3.3)

ishot (0.5VSrc ) =

p
p
2qIdc ∆f = 2q(102µA)∆f = 5.71e−12 A

(3.4)

The measured resistance of the GFET is 4.7 kΩ, yielding a small thermal noise
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Figure 3.5: Measured data, blue line, of the amplified GFET noise centered at 100
MHz. Noise floor is the calculated dashed line. Other lines are for increasing gain
values.

current much less than the shot noise, so we can ignore it. So, to calculate the total
current, which is related to the power levels measured on the spectrum analyzer, we
use the root sum of the squares of the amplified background and shot noise currents,

itot =

q
i2Bkgd + GM i2shot

(3.5)

This assumes a that the noise in the GFET can be represented as a multiplicative
excess noise factor, M, times the shot noise. The noise contribution of the GFET
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to the total output current is that noise multiplied by the summed gain, G, of the
amplifiers. The background noise current is calculated from the calculated power of
-123.3 dBm from:

s
iBkgd =

10

−123.3
10

/1000
= 3059pA
50Ω

(3.6)

After rearranging the equation for iT ot above, we can solve for M.

M=

i2T ot − i2Bkgd
i2T ot − (3059pA)2
=
Gi2shot
G(2.65pA)2

(3.7)

Measured iT ot
Using the 0.1 V Source-Drain bias, we already have the calculated shot noise,
above, and measured total current, below.

iT ot (0.1V ) = −122.1dBm

(3.8)

= 3.5122pA
With the standard deviation of the power level at minimum, -121.1 dBm, and
maximum, -122.8 dBm, applied Source bias overlap, a range can be extracted.

itot = 3, 512 ± 481pA

(3.9)

Solving for M
Before plugging the total noise to solve for M we can calculate the linear gain
using 25.05dB per amplifier as
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G=

50.1
Pout
= 10 10 ≈ 102330
Pin

(3.10)

The total noise and background noise values have gain associated with them
since they are what is measured with the amplifiers. However, the shot noise must
be multiplied by the gain.

M (0.1V ) =

(3512 ± 481)2 − (3059pA)2
= 4.12 ± 1.2
(102330)(2.65pA)2

(3.11)

Repeating for other voltages, the calculated value of the excess noise factor, M,
from our measurements are:
VSource (V)
M
0
6.21 ± 2.3
0.1
4.12 ± 1.2
0.2
1.67 ± 0.5
0.3
0.77 ± 1.5
0.5
0.6 ± 2.1

(2) Assuming M=1 and calculating iT ot
In this section, we instead calculate the expected total output current from an assumed value of M, and compare that value to the values of M that we calculated from
the measured total current (derived from powers measured on a spectrum analyzer)
in the last section. Inputting the respective background current that we calculated
for a power level of -123.3 dBm, M=1, the gain calculated above, and the respective
shot noise current for 0.1 V Source Voltage gives us a value for iT ot as shown below:

itot

q
= i2Bkgd + GM i2shot

(3.12)
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itot =

p
(3059pA)2 + (102330)(1)(2.65pA)2

(3.13)

Converting the value to dBm is the level of noise, on average, we should be
measuring at 0.1 V

itot (0.1V ) = 3, 174pA → −123dBm

(3.14)

This is the expected value assuming M(0.1 V)=1 with the cascaded amplifiers.
This total noise level is still lower than the lowest value measured at 100 MHz which
confirms there is still some room for improvement for reducing the added setup noise.
Included in Fig. 3.5 are calculations for the calculated power level that we might
expect to measure on the spectrum analyzer at specific multiplicative noise factor
values as a function of voltage. We calculated the shot noise as a function of voltage
from the measured currents as we did at the beginning of this section. Those shot
noise values are used in the equation above with different values of M to arrive at
the total current, iT ot . The calculated noise floor is shown by the dashed line.

3.1

Conclusions

At 0 V bias, the measured noise for Fig. 3.5 should be at the noise floor of -123.3
dBm. The increase in noise level above what is calculated suggests shielding issues
specifically for the probe station. There may be noise pick up through the cabling
but this is not as likely since the cables were short as possible and triax was used for
all connections to the GFET. The next step for reaching the expected noise level at
0 V bias would be to replace the probe station with a more efficiently shielded box
as well as the relatively long DC probes with wire bonds.
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It is evident that for M=1 as seen in Fig. 3.5, the calculated noise current isn?t
appreciable in comparison to the measured values until the source voltage exceeds
0.3 V. M greater than 1 imply the FET is reducing the noise in the system and
isn?t realistic. Ultimately, we see the calculated power would not be easily measured
unless the device is biased above 0.3 V. However, there is no conclusive data to
determine how large M is even at higher bias because of the fluctuations measured
at each bias. We can conclude that M cannot be high, for example 2 or 3 or greater
because those correspond to a measurable total noise level significantly higher that
what is seen. For 0.5 V, if M is greater than 2, the total measured noise should be
higher than -121 dBm.
If possible, it may be necessary to apply a larger bias to get more current to
flow through the GFET and see a larger shift in total noise current relative to the
measured noise floor. If more devices are available, and this one can be powered to
a higher bias a curve could be extracted allowing extrapolation to lower values for
calculating M.
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Filters and modulators have been paramount for optical signal processing in CMOS
materials. Their distinction mainly being the former being a passive design that is
fabricated to have a single resonance. The latter is more of an active device with
embedded active Si that can be used to customize the resonance and ’modulate’ the
signal. Here we will examine modulators, specifically the thermal tuning therein
through simulation and experiment. Improving the thermal efficiency will allow
modulators to have better overall power dissipation. This is important when Si
modulators are fabricated in a dense fashion for processing of signals at multiple
wavelengths. In this type of scenario, the signal is multiplexed, and demultiplexed,
according to wavelength so that many signals can be brought in by one fiber or be
output into one fiber. This is what’s known as wavelength division multiplexing.

4.1

Background

In wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), a filter is used to pick off certain frequencies. A type of integrated filter is a microring. If further processing is necessary
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of the signal that is picked off, the microring must be designed with a path length
commensurate to the propagating wavelength. In fact, the optical path length difference can be calculated from
OP D = 2πrnef f

(4.1)

where r is the radius of the ring and nef f is the effective index the signal sees from
the ring and cladding material. This can be expressed as the free spectral range for
a microring, or microdisk as
νF SR =

c
ng L

(4.2)

where c is the speed of light, ng is the group index of the media where the mode is
traveling, and L is the roundtrip length.
When this requirement is met, there is constructive interference in the ring and
the signal subsides in, what is known as a whispering gallery mode. This is a mode
that travels along the periphery of the disk. However, the signal does not propagate
within the ring forever. Assuming the first waveguide does not couple the signal
back out, the signal diminishes due to sidewall roughness of the ring. The ring is
inherently rough where its dimensions were lithographically designed. Depending on
the roughness the ring will have a quality (Q) factor, which is related to the number
of round trips the signal can make before being lost.
Q=m

νf
δν

(4.3)

The mode number of the ring (m), the free spectral range (νF SR ), and the FWHM
(δν) are needed to calculate the quality factor.
For a larger free spectral range (FSR), the ring will tend towards smaller diameters. But, this is a tractable task using Silicon architecture with its high index
contrast from the Silicon ring to the oxide cladding. Si microrings are able to achieve
bend radii of 2 µm with reasonable Q factors. Designs using our process flow have
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yielded resonances spanning more than 75 nm of range. However, a microring picking
off certain wavelengths from a bus waveguide only acts as a filter. Returning to the
need to further process the filtered signal from the bused transmission spectrum, it
may be necessary to have additional rings coupling the filtered signal or another bus
waveguide with which to drop the signal into.
Just as the signal input from the transmission bus waveguide couples to the ring
resonator, the filtered signal can couple from the ring to the drop port of another bus
waveguide. The whole process is possible because of evanescent coupling. That is, the
evanescent tail traveling in the cladding has some exponentially decaying amplitude.
With higher index material in proximity to the waveguide, say for instance another
waveguide or ring resonator, the signal can be transferred. It’s already been stated
that for a Si ring the path length must be an integer number or wavelengths long,
but for a linear waveguide, one can achieve a signal superposition.
For waveguides placed parallel to each other in close proximity to allow evanescent
coupling, a signal traveling down one of the waveguides will couple to the other
waveguide and then couple back and so forth. This oscillatory behavior will nominally
continue until the signal scatters and is lost or the waveguides diverge and the signal
continues down one path. However, if the design is clever, the signal can be split
between the two bus waveguides. This 50/50 split, or any combination therein, can
be used to split signals or, interfere them.

4.2

Electro-optic

The electro-optic effect is used in Si modulators to modulate the signal traveling in
the modulator. It is accomplished by using an electric field, typically from a p-n
junction to remove free carriers. This is usually done with a vertical p-n junction
because of the larger overlap of removed charges with the optical mode. With the
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removed free carriers from the modulator, the traveling optical mode sees a different
charge-carrier density. This effectively changes the group index of the Si modulator,
or the index the mode sees, which shifts the resonance away from the modulator’s
intrinsic resonance.
Electro-optic modulators offer RF switching capability since their index of refraction is proportional to the applied electric field. This is because carriers can be
injected and can dissipate in nanoseconds. For background of the absorption spectra
of Silicon, specifically in waveguides, there are detailed data done by Nedeljkovic et
al. [15]. Their study looks at electrorefraction and electroabsorption for Silicon with
variation in doping. But, the method we choose for our high speed modulators makes
use of the free carrier effect.
Whether we are injecting, to obtain free carrier absorption (FCA), or removing, to
obtain free carrier depletion, both the like can be accomplished with a p-n junction.
Free carrier absorption is the absorption of a photon by a carrier which is already in a
excited state. Normally, light would have to be greater than or equal to the bandgap
energy to absorb, but in this instance, for FCA, lower energy photons can excite
carriers if the higher density state is not populated. Junctions have been fabricated
in both a vertical [16–18] and lateral [19] fashion. Both designs have their costs and
benefits, both in terms of performance and fabrication. But what is certain for both
cases is that the optical mode profile should try to take full advantage of the volume
where carriers are injected or depleted. This tends to be geared more towards vertical
p-n junctions but clearly has been applied to horizontal ones as well.
Material nonlinearity takes place when a high flux of photons, in most cases the
~ of the waveguide or solid it’s traveling
signal, causes the dielectric polarization (P)
through to respond in a nonlinear manner. That is to say, there could be some
~ given some traveling, or standing electric field (~E). Silicon
quadratic increase in P
microring and microdisks exhibit no intrinsic second order nonlinearities, χ(2) , as
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it has a diamond cubic lattice. Of course, non-zero linearities can be induced by
straining the lattice and breaking its symmetry [20]. We will see how straining Ge
in our detectors allows us to have higher responsivity to longer wavelength, lower
energy, signals.
One of the downsides to using Silicon as a resonator or modulator is it’s high index
difference with the oxide cladding. With the high difference in index, the modulator,
for instance, becomes very susceptible to variation in dimensions. That is to say, the
same microdisk fabricated multiple times will more than likely have differences in
resonance at least partly due to the non-uniformity in fabrication. Thermal tuning is
one way of adjusting the desired resonances of a non-uniform modulator. The other
benefit to thermal tuning is customizing a modulator beyond its intended resonance,
such as in WDM.

4.3

Thermo-optic

The thermo-optic effect is the thermal variation of the modulator which effectively
changes the refractive index of Si. The refractive index can be varied as a function
of Silicon’s thermo-optic coefficient α in
n(∆T ) = n0 + α∆T.

(4.4)

This is a slow process, on the order of microseconds since it takes time to dissipate
that heat away from the modulator. However, thermal tuning a modulator is better
suited for adjusting the resonance versus signal modulation because thermal tuning
can cover a significant portion of the FSR of the modulator.
Thermo-optical modulators can offer a larger shift in resonance, however, more
time is needed to dissipate the heat in high speed applications. Typical speeds are
on the order of MHz when thermal tuning is necessary. Thermal tuning exploits the
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thermal optic effect (TOE) whereby the effective index, and subsequently the spectral
response, are temporarily adjusted by running current through a micro-heater. The
heaters can be internal [17, 18, 21, 22] or external external [23, 24] relative to the
microdisk or microring. Recently, Graphene [25] has been placed over the modulator
as a new form of heater element. The micro-heaters are heavily doped Si stripes
placed in or near the modulator.
If placed within the modulator, forming an integrated heater modulator, the heat
clearly has some advantages because of it’s placement. Heat readily transfers from
the heavily doped heater directly to the Si modulator. This is the optimal situation
since the design makes takes advantage of the properties of dissipation. As the heat
is generated and diffuses uniformly, it does so across the modulator more readily
than it does the oxide cladding. There is the issue of the Si handle being a good
conductor of heat but that will be discussed shortly in one of the following sections.
For the external heater design, heaters may or may not wrap around the modulator. Some of our published designs are bar heaters set opposite to the waveguide
relative to the modulator. Figure 4.1 (a) is the external heater design, depicting
the external heater (top), modulator (middle), and waveguide (bottom). Designing
the heater elements to be on the opposite side of the waveguide reduces the TOE
induced in the waveguide which will have undesirable effects. Figure 4.1 (b) is an
SEM image of an external heater modulator with FIB cuts to expose the modulator
and metal leads.
Referencing Fig 4.1 (a), the red dotted line is roughly where the FIB was stopped
to expose the midpoint of the modulator. The inset is a larger field of view showing
the pad design. In both images, as it is the same device being characterized, the Si
substrate has been etched away via dry reactive ion etching (DRIE) to form a 60 µm
diameter hole up to the oxide cladding. The hole is visible in both SEM images as
the darker region where electrons are not able to fully scatter from. Although the bar
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Figure 4.1: External heater design. a) GDS of external heater. b) SEM of external
heater with FIB cut at red dotted line in Fig. (a). Note the substrate has been
removed in this SEM. Inset is a larger field of view showing the pad design and other
probed devices.

heaters can be brought closer to the modulator there are some clear disadvantages
to this design.
Since the heaters are fully clad in oxide, at least within 3µm of the bar heaters,
the heat will diffuse uniformly in all directions. In fact, heat will be preferentially
pulled towards the Si handle. But what is true is the efficiency will be very low
for heat transfer to the modulator for this design. There is a sliver lining to have
an externally heated modulator despite the low efficiency. Recall with the internal
design there is likely a heavily doped portion within the modulator where current
is injected and heat is transferred. With our modulator design as small as 4µm
diameter for a large free spectral range, the heater must be proportionately small to
fit within.
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What can happen during fabrication is part of the doping can be put into the
modulator or diffuse there after annealing. Just as with free carrier modulation of the
modulator, carriers will effect the absorption and resonance of the modulator. So, by
placing the heater element within, there is the risk of diminishing the performance.
Placing the heater element outside the modulator, even if it’s a simple bar design,
means the modulator can be made as pristine as possible for the highest quality
factor and desired resonance. It’s best to design the external heater bar to follow
the contours of the modulator for better thermal coupling. But, to really reduce
the thermal loss, thermal heat syncs, such as the Si handle and Al wires, need to
be designed in such a way to reduce the amount of heat they pull away from the
modulator, reducing it’s efficiency.

4.4

Substrate Removal

Silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers are used as the template for our Si photonics architecture. This provides a substantially large Si handle for structural support for
most of our devices and elecro-optic circuits, however, it also acts a thermal channel.
This may be beneficial for a processor, where removing heat is necessary to ensure
the processor does not get destroyed. But, for smaller designs where less power is
consumed, the Si handle serves to move heat away from the intended target even
if that is not the optimal intention. Since vacuum would have the lowest thermal
conductive properties, the closest would be removing the Si substrate to leave only
air as the convective form of heat transfer.
There has already been work published on the removal of the Si handle/substrate
as a means of improving the efficiency of thermally tunable modulators. Most
have removed only the substrate immediately under the modulator and heater elements [26, 27] with Wade et all completely removing the Si substrate [19] achieving
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2.73nm/mW . This is the highest efficiency to date but requires full substrate removal and was done at 1300 nm. For most practical purposes, it may not be feasible
to remove the entire substrate from every wafer coming out of fabrication, so a better approach may be to etch a pattern in the backside of the wafer, through the
Si substrate, but only where necessary. Etching whole rows would be less intensive
but might fracture individual devices when diced out for packaging since the only
remaining material would be SiO2 and the components therein.
What we have done is DRIE etch single die for both internal and external heater
designs and compared to devices with substrate remaining. This provides a relatively
isolated modulator where air is on either side of the oxide cladding. Unfortunately,
since we were using small die instead of a whole wafer, alignment was difficult and
back etch holes were not perfectly aligned with the modulator. This reduced the
efficiency since Si was still in close proximity to the modulator, dissipating some of
the heat. One alteration that can be done for future heater modulators is making
the back etch hole with a larger diameter. This will require the Aluminum pads
be pushed further radially outward from the modulator. If left where they are, the
pads would more than likely buckle under pressure from the GSG probes. Again,
the pads would have no structural support from the Si handle, cracking the oxide
its imbedded in. Increasing the length of the Al wires from the Tungsten vias at the
modulator would keep the pads on top of some portion of the Si handle and allow
for a larger diameter hole to be etched.

4.5

Simulations

Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations were initially done for understanding
thermal crosstalk of heater modulators. As these were the first thermal simulations
done, this is where most of the trial and error occurred. Initial simulations did not
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include materials for convective thermal transfer, for example air. However, since
simulated data and experimental data did not have the optimal agreement, convective
heat transfer was included as well as conductive layers such as the metal bases all
diced chips were placed on for structural support.
The majority of simulations ran were done in steady state heat transfer. The
purpose for this was to understand the heat dissipation and the paths through which
heat flowed most readily. Some simulations were done as time dependent heat transfer to verify heat was dissipating on the order of microseconds, which was confirmed.
FEM sofware, COMSOL, allows the user to add different physics to study, which definitely add to its multi-physics foundation. With respect to materials, all materials,
such as Silicon, were taken from the software’s library and not input manually.
After heat transfer is selected in the FEM software, the easiest way to start is by
defining parameters that will be used in most, if not all the domains. The software
is equally trivial to use whether in 2-D or 3-D architecture, however all of my heat
transfer models were done in 3-D. There are non-symmetric domains in my modeling
that make 2-D simulations invalid when compared to actual fabricated devices. Next,
is to build the domains. The size parameters for the modeled domains were taken
straight from the GDS mask design. For height (z) dimensions, those were taken
from Sandia’s Silicon photonics platform design manual.
Again, when defining the domains as each material, the internal library was
used. Within the heat transfer domain(s) can be selected to represent where heat
is emanating from. Knowing the power from experimental devices, I could then
input the dissipated power into the software across the selected domain(s). For bulk
domains, such as the Si handle, oxide cladding, and air layers, they were set to have
the same length and width for more consistent boundary conditions. Heights were
taken from the design manual.
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The boundary conditions were set to room temperature to best replicate the
chip. By setting all the outer most faces to room temperature, this replicated the
pseudo-infinite heat sink that the bulk material offered in the actual experimental
setup. Essentially, the boundaries in the simulation could wick away heat just as the
surrounding bulk material could do in the actual chip. The air top layer was added
to have a better representation of convection. Electrical probes were added to the
simulation to see if they aided in faster heat dissipation, but their inclusion didn’t
seem to change the outcome more than 1 K.
In nearly all simulations, the heat dissipation was higher than what was measured
in experiment. Put another way, simulations of the heaters were more lossy than
heat dissipation as a function of resonance in the experimental setup. This wasn’t
resolved fully by the time this manuscript was written but the conclusion I came to
was the heat flow to the boundaries proved to be a little too efficient. There may be
something that wasn’t considered in the simulation that occurs in the actual devices,
not necessarily the physics are causing the issues. Perhaps the Si/SiO2 interface is
more thermally resistive than what was included in the simulation.
Meshing was a more complicated setup since it could significantly impact the
results but too fine a mesh would take half a day to run and may not converge because
of the complexity. For most simulations, the mesh was set to an overall ’extra fine’
mesh setting with a customized mesh for the modulator. With a maximum size
for the modulator set to 0.3 µm, roughly 300 nodes could be extracted from the
modulator for better temperature distribution. Mesh setting was a tricky business
because of the difficulty in finding bad meshing sequences if the meshing didn’t
converge. In some instances, I was forced to magnify my 3-D simulation and go over
individual faces to find the highlighted faces that was causing the issues.
Since most of the simulated Si photonics devices were modulators, the method of
converting the temperature change to shift in resonance first started by extracting
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the temperature of the modulator. Regardless of heater location, the temperature
at all the modulator nodes were extracted from the software. The nodes were the
locations were the tetrahedral meshes met. Regardless, the simulations still proved
to be greater than 80% agreement with experimental results in all instances. Increasing the agreement would benefit future designs because we could make simulations
for possible designs prior to fabrication. With better agreement, we would have a
stronger theoretical foundation.
There were two types of devices fabricated and, thus, simulated. Figure 4.2 (a)
on top is the GDS design of an isolated heater modulator design spaced by 5µm.
Below is the simulation applying heat to only one modulator. The two modulators
are isolated from each other in the sense that the only thing conducting heat from
the left modulator to the right one is the Si waveguide and the SiO2 cladding.
Figure 4.2 (b) on top is the GDS design of a connected heater modulator design
also spaced by 5µm. Below is the simulation applying heat to just the left modulator.
In this instance, there is a Aluminum wire thermally connecting the two modulators.
This is meant to mimic the situation similar to what may take place in a WDM type
of setup. Clearly there will be more heat transfer with the metal connected line since
it has the added path to transport heat from the heated disk to the non-heated one.
From Fig. 4.3, it can be seen that the connected modulator design does have
greater thermal crosstalk than the isolated design. And simulations mimic the experimental data within 87%. The Disk separation is from 2µm to 15µm, replicating
the same distances fabricated. Even at the farthest separation, there is still noticeable crosstalk in both designs. This is an important finding relating back to a WDM
type of setup.
Other simulations done were for verifying efficiency of thermal modulators with
substrate removed, previously highlighted above. The devices were fabricated prior
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Figure 4.2: Isolated and Connected modulator design. a) (top) GDS of isolated
modulators. (bottom) Thermal distribution of similar isolated setup applying heat
to left modulator only. b) (top) GDS of connected modulators. (bottom) Thermal
distribution of similar connected setup applying heat to left modulator only.

to performing simulations, but were investigated given some of our previous work
was the most efficient [nm/mW] at the time of publication. Despite back etch not
exactly aligning with the modulator, the simulations corroborated the experimental
data up to 93%. Figure 4.4 (a) shows the thermal distribution of an integrated heater
modulator. The substrate removed portion has not been included to keep the image
from being convoluted. Similarly for the external heater modulator in Fig. 4.4 (b),
the back etch has not been shown.
In both thermal simulations, it is evident the metal wires provide an easy path
for heat to flow away from the heater elements. But what can be seen from the lower
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Figure 4.3: Thermal crosstalk, with simulations, of isolated and connected modulators.

images of the same thermal distribution simulations is the heat flux lines preferentially flow into the Si substrate. This isn’t anything unexpected since Si is a much
better conductor of heat than SIO2 . Even with the substrate removed, depicted by
the hole down to the Aluminum plate at the bottom in both simulations, the heat
moves through the oxide cladding before pushing down into the Si handle. What
this suggests is a larger hole should be used to isolate the disk further. This is a
good thing since it means alignment during back etching can be less precise but its
a detriment if operating the modulator at very high speeds.
When increasing the diameter of the back etch, the Aluminum pads must be
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Figure 4.4: Thermal distribution of modulators. a) Integrated heater modulator
simulated with current flowing. b) External heater modulator simulated with current
flowing.

moved further away from the modulator in order to keep them above the Si substrate. So if the back etch diameter is 200µm, then the edge of the pads must be at
least 100µm away from the modulator. If this requirement is not met there is a possibility of fracturing the device during probing or wire bonding. The oxide cladding
is roughly 5µm thick and only meant to protect Si, Tungsten, and Aluminum components. Extending the Aluminum wires will increase the resistance, inductance, and
capacitance, which will reduce the maximum modulation speed. So clearly there is
a trade off in efficiency and speed, and a few design runs may offer an optimized
setup that works best for both. A full description of layers, simulation settings, and
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material library is included in the modulator efficiency paper submitted to Optics
Express.
Doing finite element method simulations as a steady state heat transfer solution,
one of the extracted parameters is temperature. More readily, the temperature of
specific domains can be exported, for example the modulator. With the temperature
of the modulator we can use an equation from Voigt et al., [28] to convert the
change in temperature from room temperature to change in wavelength. This was
the standard operating procedure for all initial simulation conversions. Using this
method yielded consistent agreement above 80% between simulated and experimental
data. However, current work is being done to include FDTD solutions.
Current work is being done on an overlap integral of the heat transfer steady
state solution with the eigen-mode FDTD solution. This can be seen graphically in
fig. 4.5, where the top image is the 2-D FDTD solution for the microdisk and the
bottom image is a canted view of the FEM modulator with power dissipated through
the device. Notice the FDTD simulation is a cross-section, but can be rotated about
it’s vertical axis to get a 3-D solution. A 3-D solution has already been solved for
with the same resolution.
Data exported from the FEM software, COMSOL, has proved to be more difficult.
The location dependent temperature data can be easily extracted. In fact, the FEM
simulation has been redone numerous times to increase the number of temperature
points along the height of the microdisk. Initial simulations had most of the nodes
along the top and bottom surface of the disk. A ”swept mesh” was used to increase
the number of nodes within the body of the microdisk, so much so over 250,000 nodal
points have been exported representing the location dependent temperatures for the
microdisk volume.
Final work is being done to convert the FEM temperature points into a 3-D array
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*
Figure 4.5: Simulated serpentining heater-modulator. Simulated results given an
input power of 4.84 mW to the heater elements.

in Matlab. Since the points are not on regular intervals, due to the triangular and
tetrahedral meshing of COMSOL, we are working to export the data in a grid fashion.
Parallel work is also being done to take the current 1-D arrayed data and interpolate
it into a 3-D array. This is all that’s needed before the full overlap integral can be
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done.

4.6

Serpentining Heater

In order to address the issue of heat loss through the metal lines, simulations were
done meandering the metal lines near the heater-modulator. As previously seen,
removing the substrate can increase the thermal efficiency (nm/mW) by up to nearly
3x. However, there is still room for improvement as the next highest dissipative path
is the metal lines. This issue cannot be eradicated completely because the heater
element, and modulator, need to have metal lines for input power. So, the trick is
to, hopefully, use the metal as a reservoir and reflector to keep the power near the
intended modulator.
Simulations were done looking at an external heater-modulator with the heater
elements and metal lines diverging from the modulator in a serpentining fashion.
Figure 4.6 shows the simulated heater with serpentined parts. The total input power
was held at 4.84 mW. The graph shows simulated temperature shift and wavelength
shift with a parametric sweep of the distance from the edge of the modulator to the
heater elements. The distance of the heater element to the modulator was swept
because the closest setting could cause undesired scattering or absorption between
the modulator and heavily doped Si heater elements.
As a key feature, having an external heater, the modulator keeps its signal integrity, in comparison to integrated heater-modulators. This is why we try to improve
the thermal coupling and keep the heat around the modulator with the use of the
meandering metal lines. These devices, at the writing of this manuscript, are being
fabricated based on the simulated design. Simulations show for a 50 µm back etch,
what has already been fabricated and tested for the external and integrated heatermodulators, to have a thermal efficiency of 1.65 nm/mW. This is approximately 2.5x
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Figure 4.6: Simulated serpentining heater-modulator. Simulated results given an
input power of 4.84 mW to the heater elements.

improvement from the previous external heater-modulator results.
One thing to consider is that in all instances where experimental data was compared to simulated data, the simulated data was calculated to be more lossy. The
experimental data was consistently more efficient. So this is promising for the serpentining heater design. Since the Si layer is situated below the Aluminum metal
layer, further improvements can be made by implanting Heavily doped Si crescents
beyond the heater elements. The hope is that this will act as a thermal reflector
within the Si layer or even couple heat from the metal lines and funnel it back to the
modulator. This design has not been simulated due to funding but should be added.

4.7

Pending Published results on Heater-modulator
Efficiency

Thermo-optically shifted silicon photonics microdisk resonator based filters and modulators offer a wide range of wavelength tunability. The thermal tunability is accom-
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plished via the thermo-optic effect (TOE), whereby variation in the refractive index
of the modulator is thermally induced [29,30]. This is an ideal method for stabilizing
devices, such as resonant modulators, which are typically fabricated across a large
wafer and may have non-uniformity in their resonant frequency. One possible direct application of these devices is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), where
potentially thousands of modulators and filters are fabricated on a single chip with
multiple optical input output (IO) connections. Some will not be resonant at the intended wavelength(s) due to fabrication tolerances, and environmental temperature
variations may cause the resonance to shift from their nominal room temperature
values. Thermal tunability allows the modulators and filters to be stabilized at the
intended resonance, despite modulator manufacturing and environmental variability.
It can also be used to tune the resonance to a range of wavelengths versus a single
intended one. Because silicon has a weak dependence on primary electric field effects,
like the Pockels, Kerr, and Franz-Keldysh effects [31], most silicon modulators make
use of the plasma dispersion effect. As an example, small resonant carrier depletion type modulators often require a driving voltage less than 1 V and with their
small size, can have a dynamic energy consumption of a less than a few femtojoules
per bit [17, 18, 32]. While directly varying the carrier concentration can provide a
small amount of tuning to compensate for temperature and manufacturing induced
changes in resonant wavelength [18], thermal tuning allows a much greater tuning
range. Unfortunately, devices that require significant thermal tuning may require a
relatively large amount of power to get a usable translation in resonance, or correct
a resonance that has been significantly changed from its desired wavelength because
of the environment or fabrication variations. Therefore, it is very important that the
thermal tuning be as efficient as possible to keep the overall energy consumption of
the modulator as low as possible.
Significant effort has been put towards reducing the power consumption for dynamic optical switching in Silicon modulators. Commensurate effort has also been
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done forth to improve the efficiency of thermal tuning in Silicon modulators. Improving the thermal efficiency is compounded by Silicon?s large thermo-optic coefficient.
Tuning materials include Chromium [33] or other metal resistive types [24,34], doped
silicon [18, 19, 21–23, 26, 27, 32, 35–37], and even graphene [25] on or in Si modulators
for thermal tunability. In 2014, Wade et al. fabricated an integrated heater, which
currently stands at as the most efficient thermal design [19], reaching an efficiency of
2.73 nm/mW. This efficiency was measured at 1300 nm and, unfortunately, requires
complete substrate removal to achieve this efficiency. The most efficient integrated
heater design at 1550 nm, up to now, was accomplished by Watts et al. [21] in 2009
for a filter and Zortman et al. [17] in 2012 for a modulator in our process design.
The high efficiency of their integrated heater design was demonstrated without any
alteration of the substrate. Later in 2010, Cunningham et al. [26] included the removal of the Si substrate as part of their process flow for their filters. Removing the
substrate improved their efficiency by 20x, although the result was not as efficient
as the devices in [17] and [23].
We will examine the effects that substrate removal has on our external heater
modulators [23], as well as our high efficiency integrated heater modulator [17]. These
are designed and fabricated in the same process as [21]. Both types of heater element
designs are depicted in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), and are implemented as n+ type resistive
elements in Silicon. Placing the heater outside of the domain of the microdisk is what
is signified as an external heater. The heater elements placed within the interior of the
modulator term the device an integrated heater modulator. We examine both types
of heater modulators with their substrate removed in the vicinity of the devices and
compare to the same devices with substrate remaining to improve the thermal tuning
efficiency for a full spectrum of applications that may prioritize tuning efficiency over
modulation speed, or vice versa.
The integrated heater design, shown in GDS format in Fig. 4.7 (b), was one such
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Figure 4.7: GDS design and cross-sectional SEM of heater modulators. (a) GDS of
external heater design. (b) GDS of integrated heater design. (c) Schematic representation of semiconductor and metallic layered components, not to scale. (d) SEM of
external heater design with substrate removed. Note Si substrate has been removed
up to oxide cladding

design that embedded the heater within the microdisk modulator. Integrating the
heater element is really the optimal way for efficiently thermally tuning the modulator because the thermal source has a low thermal impedance path to the optical
mode. Another benefit to the integrated heater design is it enables a more compact
device, leaving valuable fabrication real estate for other opto-electronic components.
However, internally heating the modulator can reduce the performance of the device.
Since current is flowing through the heater, some current may also flow through parts
of the modulator, inducing undesired carrier effect index change, and causing a resonance shift counter to that of the heater. Also, current from the integrated heater
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element can overlap with the mode profile of the signal, causing added absorption.
Lastly, that heater current in the modulator can limit the modulation bandwidth due
to free carrier lifetime [38]. These deleterious effects of an integrated heater modulator are the premise for improving externally heated modulators with the heater
outside the microdisk.
Our externally heated modulator, as seen in Fig. 4.7 (a), has two symmetrically
displaced heater elements 2 µm away from the edge of the microdisk modulator.
The heater elements have improved thermal connection to the modulator through
the Aluminum (Al) wires that connect to the modulator with Tungsten (W) vias.
The connection acts purely as a thermal conduit and does not bias the p-n junction
in the modulator. The heater is also placed on the opposite side, relative to the bus
waveguide, to minimize heating of the bus waveguide. Currently, our 4 µm diameter
modulators used in both heater designs offer 58.6 nm free spectral range (FSR). The
p-n junction has been left out of the GDS images in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), but can be
found in their references [17, 23].
The modulators were designed as part of Sandia’s Silicon photonics process, described in [39]. In addition to the normal process flow, dry reactive ion etching
(DRIE) was used in order to remove the Si Substrate for a nominal back etch hole
of 60 ?m diameter. With individual chips diced out for back etch processing, chips
were sub-mounted to a 6 in. wafer, which served as the carrier. Substrate removal
was targeted by stages of etching followed by confocal microscope inspection. Boschstyle DRIE etch (Plasma-Therm Versaline DSE-III) time was approximately 200 min
with a cathode temperature of 20 C. A repeatedly-cycled 3-step sequence of deposition/etch A/etch B was used, with the deposition step at 150/30 standard cubic
meters per minute (sccm) C4F8/Ar, 25 mTorr, 2000 W inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) power, and -10 Vdc RF substrate bias, followed by an etch A step at 250/30
sccm SF6/Ar, 50 mTorr, 2000 W ICP, -700 Vdc, and an etch B step at 450/30 sccm
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SF6/Ar, 60 mTorr, 2500 W ICP, -10 Vdc. Step times were 4.0 s, 2.1 s, then 2.0 s
respectively. From Fig. 1 (c), it is clear the etching was uniformly done all the way
to the oxide cladding, with minimal scalloping seen in the back-etched Si. Other
substrate-removed modulators were verified through SEM, as well, and showed complete etching all the way to the SiO2 cladding. Patterning was done with AZ9260
photoresist.
Finite element method (FEM) software, COMSOL, was used for simulating heat
transfer for the two types of heater modulators, with and without substrate removed.
All simulations started with a 50 µm thick Aluminum base layer. This initial Aluminum layer served to represent the Thorlabs stage mount onto which the device
under test (DUT) was placed. The next built layer was the 675 µm Si handle followed by an 8.5 µm SiO2 cladding. An additional 50 µm layer of air was added last
to represent convective heat transfer above the DUT. An example of the stacking
and imbedded metallic components are seen in Fig. 4.7 (c).
Referring to the optical images in Fig. 4.8, there are differences in Aluminum wire
layout between the integrated and external heater design. The Aluminum probe pads
connected to the wires are also placed in a different pattern. As such, the area of all
stacked layers, specifically for the internal heater design, were enlarged to ensure all
metallic components, the components where thermal dissipation is most prevalent,
were well away from the simulated boundary. It was seen in initial simulations
that having the boundary in close proximity to metal components, such as the Al
pads, allowed heat to travel directly from the metal to the boundary. Our first
simulations confirmed, when simulated data was analyzed, to be much less efficient
than experimental data. Therefore, in the simulations presented here, the layers were
made wider and longer in order to ensure all embedded components were far enough
from the boundary to mimic a ’bulk’ material setting. The stacked layers from the
Aluminum base layer to the air top layer were set to have the same length and width,
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which made converging on a minimum layer length and width parameter easier. In
these simulations, the side boundaries were set 50 µm and 100 µm in the x and y
dimensions beyond the farthest extent of the aluminum probe pads connected to the
device. Decreasing the side dimensions less than this caused heat to conduct directly
to the side boundaries, reducing the efficiency, however increasing them caused very
little change to the results. This confirmed our choice of smaller bulk volume, or
domain size, to be sufficient and did not adversely effect the thermal dissipation in
the simulation.
All outer most surfaces of the stacked layers were set to a room temperature
boundary condition. Applying these heat sink boundaries replicated the fabricated
design, where all materials continue further and act as a pseudo-reservoir for the heat
to flow in to. Since we were able to reduce the overall simulated size of the geometry,
a smaller mesh size, or tetrahedral meshing elements, was used to fill the volume of
the material in the simulation. Mesh size was set to COMSOL?s ?extremely fine?
setting, with a minimum element size of 130 nm. This size was adequate given the
waveguide and Aluminum conduits, where heat was most readily conducted, are
greater than 200 nm in their smallest dimension.
The Si, SiO2, Al, Tungsten (W), and air materials were all incorporated using
COMSOL’s materials list from the built in library. The modulator and metallic
components were embedded after all the stacked layers were built. For the modulator
and metallic components built into the stacked layers, forming COMSOL?s ?unions?
were not required. COMSOL is designed to allow the creation of new domains, or
volumes of interest, to replace the partial volume of the larger domain it occupies.
This means the smaller W vias and Al wires can be built into the existing oxide
layer, see Fig. 4.7 (c), without conflict with the pre-existing SiO2. Dimensions
for the imbedded components were taken from the GDS file used for lithographical
mask fabrication. Specifically for the heat transfer simulation for the integrated
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heater modulator, the Al wires were relatively wide with a linear Al pad layout.
Therefore, the simulated bulk layers were designed with an overall width of 650 µm
to avoid heat flow directly to the boundaries. As can be seen in the simulated design
in Fig. 4.8 (a) and (b), all pads near the microdisk were included. The simulated
back-etched Si hole, nominally set to 60 µm, was relocated off center to replicate
what was the final result of the experimental etch. The simulated hole was shifted
away from the lower Al pad.
In the case of the heat transfer simulation for the external heater modulator, the
Al wires were thinner in design with Al pads in a closer proximity to the modulator,
shown in Fig. 4.8 (c) and (d). Because of the more compact design, the simulated
bulk layers were designed with an overall width of 400 µm. All three pads connected
to the heater elements were simulated as well as the top Al pad designed for RF
modulation control. The outer pads were not included since the right pad, seen in
the real space image of Fig. 4.8 (c), is floating and the left pad, which is also used
for RF modulation, is far away. Initial simulations of previous external modulators
with substrate remaining gave the same results with and without these two Al pads
so they were removed to allow the simulation a finer mesh with a faster convergence
rate.
Calculating the heat transfer was done first by interpreting the temperature
change of the microdisk modulator when power was applied to the heater elements.
The single integrated heater element and two symmetrical external heater elements
were set as heat source domains in COMSOL. An overall heater-power was input
into the simulation, 4.84 mW for the external heater and 2.32 mW for the integrated
heater simulation. The difference in dissipated power is due to the external heater
elements being larger and there being two heaters in comparison to the single integrated heater for the internal design. After convergence of the simulations, the
temperature of over 100,000 points within the modulator was extracted for further
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(a)

(b)

(d)
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Figure 4.8: Verifying simulation mimics experimental design. (a) Actual (above) and
simulated (below) design of integrated heater modulator. (b) Thermal distribution
of integrated heater modulator. (c) Actual (left) and simulated (right) design of
external heater modulator. (d) Thermal distribution of external heater modulator.

analysis.
The FEM simulations were used to calculate the shift in relative permittivity,
d. First, room temperature (TRT ), or 293 K, is subtracted from the 3D FEM
temperature matrix in order to calculate the change in temperature, dT. Next, the
thermo-optic coefficients, dn/dT, for Si and SiO2 are multiplied by the change in
temperature, dT, to calculate the change in refractive index. The thermo-optic
coefficiencts used for Si [40] and SiO2 were
dnSi
= 9.48 ∗ 10−5 + 3.47 ∗ 10−7 T − 1.49 ∗ 10−10 T 2
dT
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and 9.6E-6 /K respectively. From here it was simple conversion using the relationship
between the square of the index of refraction and the permittivity. The change in
permittivity, d? is calculated from 2ndn, where n is the refractive index and dn is
the change in refractive index.
Finite difference time domain (FDTD) software was used to calculate the electric
field of the fundamental mode supported within the microdisk, which included an
oxide cladding surrounding the microdisk for correct interpretation of the evanescent
field. The electric field, E(x,y,z), was extracted from the FDTD software in grid
form for a consistent volume of integration between the FEM and FDTD data,
having the same resolution in both software platforms as well. Extracting data with
the same coordinate span and resolution in both platforms meant we could overlap
the two without interpolation. The change in resonant frequency is calculated by
superimposing the FDTD data onto the FEM data to calculate an overlap integral,
or perturbation in frequency, between the electric field and change in permittivity, d.
Finally, knowing the dissipated power, P, used in the simulations, we then calculate
the efficiency (nm/mW) of each device.
< E|d|E >
dν
=
dP
< E||E >

(4.6)

Simulations showed our 4 µm microdisks to have a resonance at 1539 nm. This
was the wavelength used for the conversion from frequency, ω0 , to wavelength for
the efficiency. Equation 4.6 is the overlap integral used by inputting calculated data
from FEM and FDTD solutions. The equation is adapted from [41].
Both heater modulator types were characterized using a tunable laser source (Agilent HP816x) at 0 and 0.5 V applied bias in to the heater circuit. The laser was
fiber coupled to a polarization controller, which was then fiber coupled to the device.
After identifying the decrease in throughput optical power associated with a resonance, the tunable laser was set to the wavelength at the resonance minimum. The
polarization controller was then adjusted to ensure maximum resonance extinction.
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Wavelength sweeps were done from 1500 nm to 1600 nm in 0.01 nm increments with
and without applied bias to the heater elements.
Voltage was supplied by a source-meter supply connected to GSG RF probes.
Optical output power was recorded as a function of wavelength with and without
applied bias to the heater elements. When a bias of 0.5 V was applied, the current
was recorded in order to calculate the dissipated power. To keep consistency across
tested modulators, 0.5 V was the standard used to measure the thermal efficiency.
The same setup was used for both types of heater modulators, with and without the
substrate removed.
Experimental results shown in Fig. 4.9 (a) show a clear increase in wavelength
shift for the same applied heater bias with the substrate removed compared to the
devices with the substrate remaining. The blue (red) line is for the external (internal)
heater modulator with the thicker line denoting wavelength shift after substrate
removal. One thing to note is, although 0.5 V applied bias was used to measure all
devices for thermal efficiency, the power dissipated by the external heater was nearly
2x that of the integrated heater element. This is made clear by referring back to Fig.
4.7 and Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), it is clear the external heater is composed
of two elements with a relatively larger volume than the integrated heater. In Fig.
4.8 (b) and (d), it is clear the external heaters are dissipating more heat compared
to the integrated heater as seen by the temperature legend.
The devices with the substrate remaining had an efficiency of 0.26 nm/mW and
1.39 nm/mW for the external and internal heater modulators, respectively. These
numbers are simply calculated by dividing the measured wavelength shift in nm by
the applied power supplied to the heater as measured using the source meter. The
devices with the substrate removed had an increased efficiency of 0.68 nm/mW and
2.16 nm/mW for the external and internal heater modulators, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Improved efficiency with Si substrate removed. (a) Experimental wavelength shift before and after substrate removal for external heater (blue) and integrated heater (red) design. The bold lines are with the substrate removed and the
thin lines are without removal. (b) Simulated efficiency improvement for varying back
etched diameter of Si substrate of external heater modulator. Simulated designs for
200 um diameter back etch shown. (c) Simulated wavelength shift dependence for Si
remaining near Si/SiO2 interface to the left. Simulated wavelength shift dependence
for SiO2 etched past SI/SiO2 interface to the right. In both cases, power was kept
constant

Comparing the thermal simulations to experimental results showed an overall
trend in the simulations having less wavelength shift for a given power dissipation
in the heater element, i.e. less efficient. We believe that the added losses are due to
setting the boundary conditions to room temperature with no thermal impedance.
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Since all the side boundaries are held at room temperature, they are effectively an
infinite heat sink pulling heat away from the modulator more readily compared to
experimental tests. However, the other choices would have been to use an infinite
thermal impedance or one that was arbitrarily assumed to match the data, neither
of which is likely to have given a more predictable measure of the results in advance
of doing the measurements. However, agreement was still greater than 80% for the
integrated heater design and greater than 93% for the external heater design, which
is close enough to apply our simulations to device concepts or configurations that we
didn?t fabricate and couldn?t measure.
Figure 4.9 (b) is a simulated wavelength shift for the integrated (external) heater
modulator, shown in red (blue) as a function of back etch hole diameter up to a
diameter of 200 µm. The overall Si handle is approximately 675 µm so its important
to know what effect hole diameter has on heat dissipation, specifically when efficiency
has plateaued with increased hole diameter. There is slight variation at the 60 µm
diameter from the other simulated results because here we assume the hole is perfectly
aligned with the heater. Recall from Fig. 4.8 this was not the case. However, what
is also important is that despite the back-etched hole simulated to only 200 µm, the
efficiency is already approaching that of the Wade et al. [19] and does not require
complete substrate removal.
Also recall the simulations done in this work consistently suffered from lower
efficiency that the actual measurements, so actual efficiency for a given back etch
diameter would likely be higher. Nevertheless, increasing back etch hole diameter
shows an increase in efficiency since the heat conducted through the metal lines
must either travel through the oxide insulator cladding or remain in the metal. If
the hole diameter were increased to be beyond the farthest metallic lines, the heat
flow would be restricted by the oxide insulator cladding and poorly conductive air
gap. The unfortunate prospect to this approach is the metallic probe pads would
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of experimental and simulated results. Experimental data
shown as open circles and dots. Simulated results are shown as lines. Blue (red)
lines are for external (integrated) heater-modulators. No back-etch is denoted as No
BE and devices with back-etch are denoted as BE.

be completely unsupported and would likely be a mechanical failure point when
electrically probed.
The left simulated graph in Fig. 4.9 (c) shows a dramatic increase in efficiency
as the remaining substrate approaches zero. This feature is expected, as etching
the Si reduces the thermally conductive path for heat dissipation. What can be
surmised from the simulations on etching is that the Si is a much better conductor
of heat and greatly effects the efficiency especially if not completely etched down to
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the oxide surface. The right simulated graph in Fig. 4.9 (c) shows the efficiency
change if etching continued into the oxide cladding. Efficiency does improve as
etching continues towards the underside of the thermally tuned modulator, however,
the improvement is minimal. Despite less than 1 nm of improved wavelength shift,
oxide removal may be an additional step in processing to further enhance thermal
efficiency.
Comparisons of this work to previous work was done and tabulated in Fig. 4.
Important factors from each design are given, including efficiency, heater design,
type of microdisk or microring used, whether or not the substrate was removed and
what wavelength it was tested at. The table is organized according to publication
date; however, internal heater devices with efficient designs have been shown in many
instances. Substrate removal is beneficial for reducing unintended power dissipation,
but clearly has not been adopted as part of a process flow for most of the published
work above. For the devices with substrate removal, efficiency has improved up to
20x [26].
Our current designs with substrate removed do not benefit from such a large
improvement in efficiency as others. We believe our initial designs showed good
efficiency [17,23] prior to substrate removal, so efficiency gains after substrate removal
did not have the expected benefit because the typical paths for heat loss had already
been mitigated. For example, our external heater design entails coupling the heater
element to the modulator through metal conduits. The metal lines improve efficiency
by providing a much less resistive path for heat to flow to the modulator where as
other external heater designs [24,33] were built with the heater around the periphery
of the disk or ring. The latter design implies heat will equally radiate towards and
away from the ring or disk, dissipating energy into the bulk of the material.
Table 1 shows heater modulator/filter designs for the past 10 years, noting their
efficiency, heater location, heater type, substrate status, and wavelength of operation.
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It?s evident more work has been done for the benefit of internal heater designs,
specifically because they start out more efficient in comparison to external heater
designs. However, not nearly as much effort has been done to mitigate the transfer
of heat to the substrate, hence only three publications and this work where substrate,
to some extent, was removed below the modulator/filter. In the table, all of the most
efficient heater designs are done with doped Si as heaters. This further corroborates
what was seen in the simulations of metal conducting heat away from the modulator,
thus reducing the efficiency. It?s likely the metal heaters from other designs have
reduced efficiency because of this detrimental conductive effect metallic lines play in
heater design, and using doped Si as the heater element is most efficient.
Substrate removal requires accurate alignment, even for our modulators with
a 4 µm diameter microdisk, so that the thermally conductive Si is removed from
under the modulator and heater element. Having overlap of the heater circuit with
unremoved substrate, such as our external heater modulators seen in Fig. 4.8 (c),
reduces the efficiency. But clearly even partially removing the substrate has its
advantages as can be seen from Fig. 4.9 (c). If cheaper and faster means of alignment
and etching can be done, heater modulator designs with substrate removal could
become standard practice, bringing thermal tuning capability to ultra low power
efficiency. As we move forward, simulations will be key to verifying modulator and
filter design to reach higher speeds with lower power requirements.
Here, we have described the design, fabrication, simulation, and characterization
of an integrated heater modulator and an external heater modulator, with and without Si substrate removed. Substrate removal has been verified to be fully through
the Si handle, down to the oxide cladding. Ultimately, the previous efficient integrated heater design with substrate remaining saw nearly a 2x improvement from
1.39 nm/mW, yielding the most efficient thermally tunable modulator to date, with
an efficiency of 2.16 nm/mW. Similarly, the externally heated design with substrate
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removed elicited nearly a 3x improvement at 0.68 nm/mW up from 0.26 nm/mW.
With respect to the external heater design, future designs will incorporate adjustments to the heater shape to improve conduction to the microdisk, thus improving
the efficiency.
Simulations have corroborated the experimental findings to an accuracy of ¿80%.
They have been paramount in identifying paths for thermal conduction away from the
microdisk, which have already led to design improvements currently being fabricated
for the external heater design. The metallic components clearly create a significant
path for heat flow away from the modulator. Simulations of the heater modulators
with substrate removed show heat travelling through the metal lines, when a back
etch hole is present, before coupling into the Si handle. This explains why the most
efficient heater design is one with the substrate completely removed.
For designs where the mechanical benefit the substrate offers cannot be sacrificed,
simulations have shown efficiency as a function of back etch hole diameter. Efficiency
increases with increasing back etch hole diameter because heat can either travel
through the insulator oxide layer, or be retained around the metallic components as
well as the modulator. Thus, if one is unwilling to compromise on structural integrity
such as for a complete substrate removal process, this work has outlined the efficiency
gain by adopting a simple back etch design, and expected efficiency gains for varying
back etch diameters. And, with a proven simulation foundation, improvements can
be verified, specifically for the external heater elements, potentially yielding a design
that approaches the efficiency of the integrated heater design.
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5.1

Signal Detection

Understanding how signals are detected begins with what the signal is, some quantifiable number of photons. Starting with a classical signal, we can first make the
assumption that the photon flux is large. Such a distribution is Gaussian with fluc√
tuations in the photon number, N, going as the N . Derivation from Poissonian to
Gaussian distribution will be done in a more applicable section, for Single Photon
Avalanche Diodes. Nevertheless, if we look at some large signal of N photons, we
expect the the variation therein to be much less.
A classical photodetector does not have internal gain. So assuming an internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) of 100%, where all photons generate electron-hole pairs,
the carriers generated are follow some trajectory out under some external applied
voltage. We will keep with the theme of no gain and neglect devices where one type
of carrier may travel faster and make more round trips during the time it takes the
other carrier to eventually exit the device. With both carriers exiting the device close
to the same time with some efficiency, termed extraction efficiency, that is a current
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flowing. The current will be proportional to the photon influx, where in reality we
multiply the initial input photon signal by each efficiency, IQE for example, in order
to account for loss.
In order to understand how the the efficiency may effect the responsivity (R
[A/W]) of the device, the amount of current produced for a given input optical
signal, needs to have further detail on why semiconductors make the ideal platform
for optical detectors. We can look at how an optical signal is converted to electrical
signal, specifically for a semiconductor. First, we look at an electro-magnetic signal,
focusing on the electric field component
−iωt
~E = Re[E(r̂)e
~
]

(5.1)

or more generally
~E = E0 sin(~k · r̂ − ωt + φ)

(5.2)

where E0 is the amplitude of the field, k is the wave vector proportional to the
inverse wavelength, r̂ is the direction of propagation, ω is the frequency, t is the
time variable and φ is the phase. It’s important to note the relative electric and
magnetic properties, the permittivity (r ) and permeability (µr ) respectively, which
are material dependent properties, effect the index of refraction (n) as
n=

√

r µr .

(5.3)

And including the wavelength (λ) and refractive index, we can calculate the propagation constant
k=

2πn
.
λ

(5.4)

Previously mentioned, a bound electron in a semiconductor detector is excited
given a photon energy large enough to make a transition from ground to excited state.
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However, most experimentalists using commercial photodetectors have noticed the
output current is largely unaffected by phase or polarization. These types of detectors
are referred to as ”square law detectors.” Intensity (I) is calculated from the square
of the electric field. Since the field contains an imaginary component, the second
field vector takes the form of the complex conjugate, resulting in
I ∼ |E|2 = |E ∗ E ∗ | = E02 e−iωt+iωt = E02

(5.5)

With proper anti-reflective coatings, this sums up how a surface incident detector works. However, this does not ensure an efficient waveguide coupled detector.
For that application, we turn our attention to proper waveguide design for efficient
coupling to a photodetector.
In it’s simplest form, a waveguide is a channel for light to propagate within. The
channel, or core, can be clad in a less dense medium, like air, to cause total internal reflection (TIR). The sandwiched core can be reduced in thickness in order to
reduce the number of modes the waveguide can support. Reducing the thickness
also reduces the dispersion because the light has the majority of its propagation
component along the direction of the waveguide instead of perpendicular to it. The
field travels through the waveguide in integer harmonic levels called modes. The
eigenmodes, which are found from Maxwell’s equations, and are well represented by
the harmonic oscillator with the field fringes penetrating the cladding. The penetration is only slight, decaying exponentially axially from the core-cladding interface. it
will be shown later how an evanescent field can be used for filtering, modulation, or
absorption of an input signal.
The waveguide thickness will effect the amount of dispersion the optical signal
undergoes. As the thickness is reduced, fewer higher order modes will propagate
through the cladding. Because of the relative difference of refractive index between
the core and the cladding the modes traveling in the core will do so at different group
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velocities relative to those in the cladding. Limiting the supported number of modes
(m) to a single mode can be calculated from
m = Int(

2V
+ 1)
π

(5.6)

where ”Int” implies an integer and the decimal values are ignored. V is the normalized thickness, or V-parameter, given by
V =

2πa 2
(n1 − n22 )1/2
λ

(5.7)

where a is the thickness, n1 is the index of core material, and n2 is the index of the
cladding material.
If the thickness criteria is met to support only the first order vertical transverse
mode, the dispersion is reduced which can effect the speed capability of devices
terminating the waveguide or devices coupled to the waveguide. Similar modifications
need to be done to the width to ensure a single horizontal transverse mode.

5.2

Fabrication

Fabrication for an efficient waveguide-coupled device starts with a properly designed
waveguide. Current Sandia design requirements have been annotated in a Silicon
photonics specific design manual. It was implemented by the Applied Silicon Photonics group, Organization 5265, for collaborating entities to know Sandia’s capabilities and ensuring optimal device performance. Figure 5.1 is an illustration of the
waveguide design with and without a Si ridge.
Adding an additional Si layer can transform the waveguide from a wire, or ridge
waveguide, to a rib waveguide. The additional layer can be used so that the resulting
design is thicker and not detrimentally thinned during etching. For another proactive
approach, the Si layer can be narrow to create a narrow rib above the Si monolayer.
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Figure 5.1: Waveguide design highlighting how an added Si layer may be used.

This is depicted in fig. 5.1 as the far left design. For added Si layers, there needs to
be overlap in the design to ensure the Si cut is fully covered. Specific parameters are
annotated in Sandia’s Silicon photonics design manual.

5.3

PiN Photodetectors

Detecting optical signals, for the purpose of this dissertation, is best accomplished
through the use of semiconductors with a bandgap amenable to the photon generated signal, i.e. Germanium. Germanium, which is CMOS compatible, is responsive
to telecommunication wavelengths. Of course one can begin with originating signals consisting of smoke with the detectors being the eyes, however, the advent of
semiconductor detectors really supersedes any other discussion. So, starting with
the simplest design, a semiconductor detector can be a polarized material capable
of drifting photo-generated charges. To keep the design simple the detector can be
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surface incident. Anti-reflective coatings can be applied in order to enhance external
efficiency, however, classical detectors are best used for relatively large signals.
Photodetectors are operated in reverse bias to assist in photo-generated carrier
movement. If the device were forward biased, the depletion region would reduce in
size and generated carriers could be scattered or absorbed. Carriers would still drift
in forward bias, however, field would be minimal since there would be a short circuit
current. Reverse biasing the device allows for more field to be put across the device
with relatively little current flow. It’s important to remember voltages less than 1V
may be all thats necessary to operate a pin photodetector.

Intrinsic Ge
p+ Si

Intrinsic Ge

Intrinsic Ge
p+ Si

p+ Si

Figure 5.2: PiN photodiode: Top image is a 3-D schematic of a waveguide-coupled
photodiode with light incident on the detector. Bottom images go through light
coupling, electron-hole generation, drift under applied bias, then signal generation
in the form of an LIV characteristic.

The depletion region, where free carriers are readily swept away from the built
in field, should be located ideally at the absorbing layer. This ensures the highest
probability of carrier extraction. The carriers need to be extracted within their life-
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time as to not be absorbed back into the lattice and, thus diminishing the signal. For
telecomm wavelengths, this involves heavily doping Ge on either side of an intrinsic
layer, or setting up the p+ and n− right next to each other to form the depletion
layer. In this way, the photo-generated carriers are generated in the middle of a field
and are immediately drifted towards the contacts, versus having to diffuse towards
a built in field and possibly falling into a trap location.
The candidate mentioned in this manuscript for the absorbing layer has been
Germanium due to its small band gap and responsiveness to telecomm light. With
this CMOS compatible material, a seamlessly integratable package can be developed
meeting criteria necessary for a Silicon photonics platform. And as mentioned in
the process section, Sandia has the infrastructure necessary to make, and has made,
cutting edge pin photodetectors. The only component missing, up to this point, was
a detector with internal gain compatible with their process.

5.4

Avalanche Photodiodes

In the past optical signals, to include single photon pulses, have been detected with
photomultiplier tubes. Contrary to what the name might imply, it’s not the optical
signal but the electron(s) produced by the optical signal that get amplified.
Figure 5.3 shows different types of dynodes offered by Hamamatsu [42] useful for
cascading one electron into many. The top of the tube would typically be coated in
a photosensitive compound that, when struck by an incident optical signal, ejects an
electron with a maximum kinetic energy calculated by subtracting the work function
of the material from the energy of the incoming photon. This is the photoelectric
effect, first discovered by Heinrich Hertz in 1887, and is the process by which an
optical signal converts to an electrical signal for all types of photodetectors.
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Figure 5.3: Types of electron multipliers.

Returning to the PMT, however, the photon generated electronic signal is accel-
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erated due to an electric field between the sets of dynodes. From this point to the
collection end where the electronic signal exits, secondary electrons accelerate into
each subsequent dynode ejecting more electrons and increasing the signal. PMTs
can be as high as 40% efficient, have Dark Count Rates (DCR) as low as 100 Hz, and
jitter of roughly 300 ps [43], but referring back Hamamatsu’s figure of a few different
designs, one can see a dated design flaw, the size. A larger sized electronic inevitably
means a longer signal transit time and with optical sources easily exceeding tens of
GHz, the detector needs to keep pace. And, just as emitters have been fabricated
on the nanometer scale, such as Quantum well lasers, semiconductor photodetectors
benefit from similar fabrication resolution.
Semiconductor avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are fabricated on both III-V and
CMOS compatible material platforms. Both have their advantages but the most important factor for material consideration is the wavelength in question. An avalanche
detector operating at 630 nm wavelength will not have the inherent issues for an APD
ran at telecommunication wavelength. First off, the 630 nm photon is going to have
more energy associated with it then any black body source that may be near the
detector. Second, because of the large bandgap material used to detect the higher
energy photon, the APD will not be nearly as susceptible to thermal carrier generation for an environment operating up to room temperature.
If we restrict the topic to telecommunication wavelengths, III-V has a distinct
advantage with better quantum efficiency (QE). However the Si CMOS technology
can be produced in high yield, at a low cost, and at a higher manufacturing volume
because of larger wafers used in fabrication facilities. From a business’ standpoint,
being able to produce an inexpensive integrated circuit and at a high rate on a technology that has been proliferating for many decades has a clear advantage. Relating
this dilemma to photovoltaics (PV), there has always been a seemingly prohibitive
cost associated with single crystal Si panels. In the past, consumers have opted for
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less expensive, and less efficient, amorphous Si. Consumers are willing to sacrifice
some efficiency, up to 10%, for a much less expensive product. But the cheaper price
doesn’t imply less robust material quality. In fact, recent improvements to amorphous Si solar cells have increased efficiency to within about 4% of the best single
crystal Si cells.
Then, by adopting the more cost effective and high yielding Si CMOS technology,
the only figure of merit that is lacking is efficiency. Ge-on-Si photo-detectors have
already been shown to have greater than 0.8 A/W responsivity at 1530 nm and a
3-dB bandwidth of 45 GHz [1]. Given improvements on architecture and material
quality these numbers will continue to increase.
Being completely wavelength dependent, an APD’s absorption medium can cause
additional noise when operated in linear mode. Starting with homostructures, a Si
APD will have different noise characteristics from an Ge APD simply because of
the medium where the multiplication takes place. This is because Ge has a higher
ionization ratio, kef f . This is the ratio of hole contribution over electron contribution
to the gain process. Ge has a ratio around 0.5, which mean holes contribute quite a
bit to the gain process. This can clearly become an issue for high speed applications.
When both holes and electrons contribute to the gain process, the device isn’t
really able to evacuate all the charges before a subsequent optical signal can be
interpreted. This is because as the electrons are impact ionizing in one direction,
the holes are impact ionizing in the other direction. One can begin to see, the
offspring of the first photo-generated e-h pairs will continue the process until the
device saturates or a mechanism quenches the device. Having a higher ionization
ratio ultimately effects the excess noise of the device, basically how much noise is
contributed by using a detector that has internal gain. The excess noise factor, F, is
best described as
F = kef f × M + (1 − kef f )(1 −

1
)
M
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where M is the gain of the APD. This is adapted from McIntyre’s model [7]. This
model uses a zero distance ionization length, meaning there is no distance the mobile
carrier must transit before having the energy to impact ionize. This may not seem
applicable, however, for our longer APDs, especially those nearing the 1 µm multiplication region width, this model more than suffices. This brings up the relation to
dead space. Dead space is the minimum distance a carrier must travel before it has
sufficient energy to impact ionize. This of course is field dependent, but ultimately,
there is a finite MR width where dead space becomes close to the length of the MR
width. This means the APD may get some gain but there is a high probability the
carrier makes it to the other side of the MR region without impact ionizing. Looking at our published results for linear mode APDs with the smallest multiplication
region width, the gain was calculated to be quite low, around 5 or so, implying the
carriers are making it to the other side without having much success of creating a
large avalanche. This is limited by the voltage, however, the gain does not go very
high. So, dead space is an issue for our smaller 200 nm MR width devices, but becomes irrelevant, as will be shown, for the Geiger operated single photon detectors
with MR width of 1500 nm.

So, now we can see it’s important to have the excess noise as low as possible.
This is actually quite easy if Si is used as the multiplication region. It can have an
ionization ratio as low as 0.01, given no impurities in the multiplication region. But,
since Si is transparent to telecommunication wavelengths, this is why we inevitably
have to transition to to a heterostructure type of design to have an APD responsive
to the wavelength we want, with as little noise characteristics as possible. For devices
such as this, they are referred to as Separate Absorption, Charge, and Multiplication
(SACM) type APDs.
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5.5

Modeling

Modeling was done for the Linear mode operated APDs. The modeling was done using Centaurus by collaborators at the University of New Mexico. This was paramount
in determining carrier trajectories to really understand if our field profile was as was
expected. It showed the trajectories were more dynamic than previously expected.
We now know more effort can be put into fine tuning doping parameters to ensure
higher probability of the carriers making it to the avalanche region before being
reabsorbed, or trapped.
Initial work was done by Professor Hayat and his student E. Jamil [44] on the
effects of dead space and excess noise. This was more of a 2-D modeling but, nonetheless, was useful in understanding how MR width can effect noise as dead space is
clearly dependent on the width. This helped them transition into 3-D modeling of
our linear mode APD work [45] which were in direct collaboration for our grand
challenge. In their Si-Ge LAPD work, they looked at electron trajectories within the
MR width. This recent work showed significant dynamics of electron trajectories,
including electric fields at points along their trajectories. Knowledge if carrier paths
will help us adjust the field profile to help force carriers away from corners and oxide
interfaces, where charges can be trapped, thus degrading performance.

5.6

Linear mode APD published results

Significant progress has been made in the past several years toward the development of a complete CMOS compatible integrated silicon photonics platform [46, 47].
Increasing functionality has been realized with the development of refined building
block devices working at telecommunication wavelengths that can be combined into
new compact photonic integrated circuits [1, 48–51]. Recently photonic integrated
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circuits designed within the platform have targeted new types of chip-scale optical
interconnect applications. These include classical optical communications for optical
interconnection in data centers [52] and for quantum communications, specifically
quantum key distribution (QKD) [53, 54] which require new device functionality
within the silicon photonics platform.
Photodetection plays a key role in optical sensing and communications applications. The integration of waveguide-coupled photodetectors into our silicon photonics
platform has been a central focus and we have previously developed an integrated
high speed Ge on Si p-i-n photodiode into our silicon photonics platform [1, 55].
Up to now, a key missing component in our integrated optical platform is an optical detector with gain. This would enable improvements in integrated optical receivers, but also potentially lead to new pulsed photon counting and single photon
detection capability for laser imaging detection and ranging (LIDAR) and quantum
communications. Waveguide-coupled Ge avalanche photodiodes have recently been
reported and integrated within a photonics platform [56]. These devices used Ge
as both an absorber and the avalanche multiplication region with reasonable performance but has led to higher receiver noise figures due to excess noise from the
Ge avalanche characteristics. Recently, a new high performance separate absorption and multiplication APD with top-down illumination in the Ge on Si system
has been demonstrated [57–59]. In this vertical Ge on Si APD device, the photon
is absorbed in the Ge and the avalanche multiplication takes place in the Si layer.
This one-dimensional linear mode APD has shown record gain-bandwidth product
at 1310 nm, exceeding state of the art InGaAs/InP APD’s [57–60]. Here we present
the first compact separate absorption and charge multiplication waveguide-coupled
avalanche photodiode with performance comparable to top-down illuminated devices
in the same Ge on Si material system. Currently waveguide-coupled SACM APD’s at
1550 nm in the Ge on Si material system have reported gain-bandwidth performance
of 105 GHz [61,62], where top-illuminated SACM devices in the same material system
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have gain-bandwidth performance exceeding 300 GHz [63, 64]. Our highest performing waveguide-coupled device has gain-bandwidth product exceeding 430 GHz and
is based on our selective epitaxial Ge on Si growth process. Thus our waveguidecoupled SACM APD’s are completely compatible and co-integratable with Ge on Si
p-i-n detectors within our silicon photonics process.
Selective epitaxial growth of Ge on Si has been introduced into modern CMOS
processing for strain engineering of transistors and for high speed digital and analog components [65, 66]. Furthermore, the Ge on Si system has been extensively
studied for p-i-n photodiodes for both orthogonal entry [67–70] and waveguide coupled devices [1]. Colace et al. first demonstrated photo-detection in the Ge on Si
system using ultrahigh vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHV-CVD) with a two
step growth. First a low temperature growth of 50nm buffer at 330o C, followed
by a high temperature, 600o C growth to fill to the desired thickness [69] [68]. The
growth of the low temperature Ge buffer layer was originally explored via molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) [71, 72]. Kang et al. [57, 58] has made significant progress in
the development of avalanche photodiode (APD) mesa type orthogonal entry devices
and the use of selective epitaxy has been used to explore waveguide coupled APD
devices with separate absorber and charge multiplication (SACM) regions [73]. Our
device is based on a two step Ge growth mechanism. The high temperature growth
step is critical to the performance of our devices since this step gives rise to tensile
strain in the Ge through the coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between Si
and Ge and improves the response of our detectors in the telecom wavelength region
(1530 -1565 nm).
Our objective is to describe the development of a waveguide-coupled avalanche
photodiode (APD) that operates as a linear mode gain element for enhanced optical
communication purposes but also may be operated in gated Geiger mode for use
in chip-scale photon counting applications. The APD device is an extension of the
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Figure 5.4: Schematic cross-section and angled SEM image of waveguide coupled
linear mode APD (a) Schematic of device with p-charge layer overlap t relative to
Ge. The multiplication width Wmulti , indicates width of intrinsic Si multiplication
region. (b) Angled SEM image of Ge on Si device structure with oxide cladding
removed. The device structure is similar to our Ge p-i-n [1] with different implants.
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processes used for our previously demonstrated p-i-n photodiode [1], and here we
present a first design study for integrating waveguide-coupled Ge on Si APDs into our
silicon photonics platform. We report on device design, manufacture, and measured
characteristics of these devices operating as an integrated photonic receiver. The
focus is for operation of the APD in linear mode, and Geiger mode operation will be
the subject of a future study.
The initial design considerations for an avalanche photodiode (APD) evolved from
previously demonstrated p-i-n photodiodes [1] integrated within the Silicon photonics
platform. This has the advantage that both Ge on Si p-i-n photodiodes and our new
Ge on Si APD’s can be integrated simultaneously with other active optoelectronic
components within the platform and allows for complex chip-scale optical circuits
with both photo-detection elements.
Fig. 5.4 shows the cross-section of the SACM waveguide-coupled device. In
this design, the Ge acts as the optical absorbing material into which light can be
input from a Si end-fire waveguide. The multiplication occurs in the lateral intrinsic
region of the Si of width Wmulti . The symmetry of the device is important from
field configuration considerations and both Tungsten Si contacts are symmetrically
displaced. The p-charge layer is implanted in the Si and engineered to stand off
the high field region in the Si, while keeping the field in the Ge absorber region
below breakdown. The p-charge implant layer density can be varied, however here
we examine a single Boron dose for all tested APDs on the same wafer. Instead, the
p-charge layer was designed to have no overlap, t = 0, and positive overlap, 100 nm,
relative to the Ge sidewall. This, in effect, offers a nominally higher doped charge
layer thickness utilizing the same wafer for all devices. The multiplication width is
parametrically studied, as well, with incremented variations from 200 nm to 1000
nm.
The linear mode waveguide-coupled APD is based on a separate absorber layer
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design which consists of selective epitaxy of Ge on a p-implanted charge layer in the
underlying Si. Fig. 5.4(a) shows schematically the device cross-section and (b) shows
an angled SEM of our de-processed device showing the Ge on Si device with metal
interconnects and Tungsten vias as contacts to the Si on insulator pedestal. The
lateral APD device shown in Fig. 5.4(b) has a 1 micron wide multiplication region in
the Si with a p-charge layer with no overlap (t=0 nm). A new p-charge layer mask
and process step has been added and a 110 keV Boron difluoride (BF2) implant with
dose splits in the range of 2 − 6 × 1012 cm2 are used targeting active p-charge layer
carrier densities of 1 − 2 × 1017 cm3 . Boron diffusion is well calibrated at our CMOS
facility and has been shown to be constant for devices across the wafer. Silvaco
simulations corroborate a uniformly doped p-charge layer post annealing. The Ge
contact is formed by Boron difluoride (BF2) implantation into Ge and activation
to a concentration of 1x1019 cm−3 to form the p-type layer and top contact of the
diode. A Ti/TiN metal liner is used to make ohmic contact to the Ge. The Si
contact is made to a heavily doped N+ layer that is formed prior to Ge growth. The
record gain-bandwidth product of our waveguide-coupled lateral APD is attributed
to more refined fabrication and a significantly smaller absorber volume. The lateral
multiplication region consists of un-doped Si and is the high field region where impact
ionization in the Si occurs. Due to the favorable ratio of electron to hole impact
ionization coefficients in Si, the separate absorber charge multiplication design leads
to good noise performance of the APD as a receiver.
The measured photoresponse of the APD is given by the responsivity, Iphoto =
RPopt , where Iphoto = Ilight − Idark is the photocurrent and Popt is the incident optical
on the device, we then have
R = eηG

λ
.
hc

(5.9)

Here η is the quantum efficiency, and G is the multiplication gain of the APD. The
evaluation of the multiplication gain requires an estimate of the unit gain G = 1
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Figure 5.5: Device characteristics for the no-overlap device t = 0 in Fig. 6.6 for
various multiplication widths. Solid lines are illuminated and dashed lines are dark
IVs. (a) LIV characteristics for the each APD. (b) Measured responsivity for each
device. (c) Gain obtained from the LIV characteristics. (Black Wmulti = 1.0µm
Vbr = 30.6V , Grey Wmulti = 0.5µm Vbr = 15.8V , Blue Wmulti = 0.4µm Vbr = 12.3V ,
Green Wmulti = 0.3µm Vbr = 7.8V ) The illumination wavelength was λ = 1510 nm
for all devices.
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Figure 5.6: Device characteristics for the overlap device t = 100 nm in Fig. 6.6 for
various multiplication widths. Solid lines are illuminated and dashed lines are dark
IVs. (a) LIV characteristics for the each APD. (b) Measured responsivity for each
device. (c) Gain obtained from the LIV characteristics. (Dark Red Wmulti = 0.9µm
Vbr = 30.6V , Purple Wmulti = 0.4µm Vbr = 16V , Gold Wmulti = 0.3µm Vbr = 12.3V ,
Bright red Wmulti = 0.2µm Vbr = 8.2V ) The illumination wavelength was λ = 1510
nm for all devices.

responsivity from which we can determine the bias for unit gain, VG=1 . The multiplication gain is
G=

Ilight (V ) − Idark (V )
,
Ilight (VG=1 ) − Idark (VG=1 )

(5.10)

where Ilight (V ) and Idark (V ) are the measured illuminated and dark currents, respec-
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tively at the applied bias voltage V . In the extracted gain G, we consider a quantum
efficiency (QE) of η = 0.66 which is the measured Ge p-i-n diode QE.
The electric field in the region near the Ge/Si interface is a key determinant
of the device characteristics. At the interface, misfit dislocations occur due to the
lattice mismatch at the Ge/Si hetero-junction. The p-charge layer at the interface
is designed to keep the electric field in the Ge below breakdown but high field in
this region can give rise to high dark current. In the misfit dislocation region, we
expect that these threading dislocation defects form mid-gap states in the Ge and
are responsible for the dark currents seen in the APD dark IV characteristics in
Fig. 5.5(a) and 5.6(a). Conversely in the Ge p-i-n device, the dislocation network is
placed within the ”contact”, or quasi-neutral, region for the diode, and recombination centers at the interface will not adversely affect device performance. Another
consequence of the lattice mismatch is that it results in 0.25% tensile strain in the
Ge. This splits the hole bands lowering the direct band gap and is a direct result
of the growth temperature and conditions. This strain is responsible for the improved direct absorption at 1550 nm and longer wavelengths and gives rise to the
high responsivity of our devices with improved performance.
Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 show the measured APD characteristics under illumination
for the no-overlap (t = 0 nm) and the overlap (t = 100 nm) devices for various
multiplication widths where the solid (dashed) lines are for illuminated (dark) IV’s
respectively. The LIV characteristics and the measured responsivity are shown in
panels (a) and (b) . The downward trend in current with increasing reverse bias
seen in nearly all IV’s is due to probe capacitance and is not an artifact of the
actual device. The optical power received at the APD is calibrated from measured
through waveguide loss in a straight waveguide section, and includes the grating
coupling efficiency and the intrinsic waveguide loss. The grating-waveguide coupling
was optimized for each APD to ensure constant 1.34 µW incident optical power. The
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unit gain voltage VG=1 is obtained from the measured responsivity of the device. We
have used the Ge p-i-n responsivity of 0.8 A/W for unit QE for determination of the
multiplication gain in the APD. The breakdown voltage of the APD, Vbr , is limited
by a current compliance condition of I = 0.2 mA on a Keithley source meter.
The observed differences in APD gain between no-overlap and the t = 100 nm
overlap devices is attributed to the higher electric field in the Ge absorber for the
no-overlap device and the added recombination due to the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in the larger p-charge volume in the overlap device. Avalanche gain is
estimated from the measured responsivity of a reference a p-i-n diode and is in good
agreement with experimental gain estimates. We therefore use the measured 0.8 A/W
responsivity as the unit gain for all gain calculations used throughout the paper. We
measured the noise performance and gain as a function of bias for a second identical APD with a 1µm multiplication region and gain vs. bias characteristics nearly
identical to the APD in Fig. 5.5. For a gain of 10, 20, and 40, the noise equivalent
√
√
√
power (NEP) was found to be ∼ 0.21 pW/ Hz, 0.38 pW/ Hz, and 0.72 pW/ Hz
respectively, and the excess noise factor (F) was ∼ 1.6, 3.5, and 11.1 respectively.
The noise performance is consistent with other Ge on Si APD designs [58], however
with our larger gain there is a higher field in the Ge which contributes additional
noise. To improve the performance of the device, further optimization of the device
configuration, implants and growth are needed.
The dynamic response of the waveguide-coupled APD is characterized by the
bandwidth measurement shown in Fig. 5.7. In this experiment, two lasers are mixed
in a 50%-50% combiner, one laser is at fixed frequency ν and the other laser frequency
is tuned ν + ∆ν. This combined optical output is a heterodyned optical RF beat
at the difference frequency ∆ν which is mixed in the waveguide-coupled APD under
bias where it is converted to an electrical RF signal. The RF electronic signal is
passed through a bias tee and into an RF power meter and recorded. By detuning
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of heterodyned bandwidth measurement. In the measurement,
two lasers are used to generate an RF beat in the device under DC bias. The RF
signal is then measured on an RF power meter and one of the laser is detuned from
the center wavelength to vary the RF frequency of the beat.
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Figure 5.8: Performance characteristics of high gain no-overlap linear mode APDs.
Grey (Black) line is for 500 (1000) nm wide multiplication region. (a) Measured
frequency response at bias voltage corresponding to highest gain. (b) Bandwidth
vs. gain for each device. (c) Bandwidth vs. measured device responsivity for both
devices.

the tunable laser we can sweep frequency and measure the frequency response of
our detector. To calibrate the tunable laser to the fixed wavelength laser source, the
tunable laser was swept in wavelength and mixed in a commercial high speed detector
and the RF beat was measured in a spectrum analyzer. Bandwidth resolution was
limited by the 2 pm wavelength step size applied to the tunable laser, chosen to
optimize the time measuring the frequency response of multiple devices across the
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wafer.
In order to further quantify performance, we focused our experimental examination on the no-overlap devices with the widest multiplication widths and hence
higher gain. Fig. 5.8 shows the performance comparison of the 500 nm and 1000 nm
multiplication width devices. Fig. 5.8(a) shows the measured bandwidths of these
devices at the bias voltage corresponding to the highest gain. The shorter device
shows considerably higher bandwidth but with lower gain. The bandwidth versus
gain plot shows comparable performance at lower gain but with increasing voltage
the shorter multiplication width device has superior bandwidth. The bandwidth vs
gain plot of Fig. 5.8(b) shows nearly constant bandwidth over all gains. This is effectively the transit RC time constant limit of the device. We expect that at higher
gain we will see the bandwidth decrease due to the avalanche build up in the Si layer.
This bandwidth roll-off is not seen in the measured data due to current compliance
needed to protect the APD devices. Since the gain is estimated from the measured
responsivity, in Fig. 5.8(c) we show the bandwidth plotted against the measured
responsivity of the device. We see that the bandwidth begins to plateau as the responsivity of the device increases for our linear mode APD. The higher bandwidth
is associated with the shorter drift times in the multiplication region.
A key figure of merit for these linear mode APD’s is the gain bandwidth product.
For the highest applied bias 31 (17) Volts, we measured for the 1000 nm (500 nm)
wide device a gain of 69.3 (14.3) and a bandwidth of 6.24 (9.8) GHz leading to a
gain bandwidth product of 432 (140) GHz, respectively. Given the previously stated
optical power of 1.34 µW , a light current of ∼ 1 × 10−4 A, and a dark current of
∼ 2.7 × 10−5 A for the 1000 nm APD, the responsivity at this operating point is
(1 × 10−4 − 2.7 × 10−5 )/1.34µW = 54.5 A/W.
The final test of the APD is to characterize the transient performance as a integrated waveguide-coupled receiver. In order to measure its response, we create a
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Figure 5.9: Bit Error Rate measurements for no-overlap linear mode APDs. (a) BER
vs received optical power for 500 nm multiplication width device. Inset shows open 10
Gbps eye diagram. (b) BER vs. received optical power for 1000 nm multiplication
width device. Inset shows measured 10 Gbps eye diagram. All APDs run under
λ = 1550 nm illumination for 10 GHz PRBS data.

pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) of word length of 210 − 1 that is transmitted to
modulated light incident on the waveguide coupled APD and measure the electrical
dynamic response, as a bit error rate (BER) as a function of the received optical
power. In Fig. 5.9, we show the measured BER as a function of the received power
for the two APD devices for comparison. The APD output was amplified by a pair of
50 Ω input pre-amplifiers and a post amplifier to boost the signal to the level required
by the error detector. The insets show the 10 Gbps eye-diagrams for each of the nooverlap devices at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The devices show error free operation,
BER below 10−12 , for receiver optical power ranges of −17.2 to −10.9 dBm for 500
nm wide device, and −18.3 to −12 dBm for 1000 nm wide device. The sensitivity is
worse than a similar APD trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) [74, 75] because we used
an amplifier with a 50 Ω input impedance. As the optical power is increased, we
see an increase in the error rates associated with saturation of the detector. Both
APDs have an open eye up to 13 Gbps which is our equipment bandwidth limit.
This bandwidth may be limited by charging of the SiO2 sidewalls which could be
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contributing to the inter-symbol interference in the error rate measurements.
Here, we have described the design, fabrication, and characterization of an integrated waveguide-coupled Ge on Si linear mode APD within our Si photonics process.
We have demonstrated record 432 GHz gain-bandwidth product for a waveguide coupled APD operating in the telecom band (1510-1550 nm). This represents the highest gain-bandwidth product for a waveguide-coupled device [61,62] with performance
approaching top-illuminated devices [63, 64] in the Ge on Si material system.
Our device is based on a 2D lateral separate absorber charge multiplication region
design where impact ionization occurs in a lateral Si multiplication region displaced
from the Ge absorber. The dynamic response of the devices is obtained using a
heterodyned laser technique to create an RF beat in the device. This method has
been previously used to evaluate 3dB response of our Ge on Si p-i-n diodes [1].
The measured responsivity of the APD’s is calibrated using a measured Ge on Si
p-i-n device and straight through waveguides to estimate the grating coupling loss.
The APD multiplication gain is estimated from the measured APD responsivity and
the p-i-n responsivity to estimate the unit gain voltage. This procedure is necessary
since the lateral APD design is intrinsically 2D and calibration structures have vastly
different field profiles leading to very different behavior in comparison to 1D planar
top-down structures. This complex field profile throughout the device requires that
the electrode design be symmetric in order to channel photo-generated carriers from
the Ge into the multiplication region in Si and to keep the electrons away from the
oxide interface.
From the frequency response, we find a measured gain-bandwidth product in
excess of 430 GHz for our largest multiplication width devices. The bandwidth of
the APD is seen to vary with the multiplication width (12.6 to 6.2 GHz, for 0.3 to 1.0
micron width range) and to depend on the bias voltage. The 3dB frequency response
is seen to saturate around 12 GHz for all variations of the devices. We note that
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the devices do not exhibit a constant gain-bandwidth product, but rather something
close to constant bandwidth independent of gain. By running the APD as a receiver,
we find an open 13 Gbps eye for pseudorandom bit sequence data for both the 1000
nm and 500 nm wide multiplication width devices. The BER is seen to be < 10−12
for input optical power ranges of -18.3 dBm to -12 dBm and −17.2 to −10.9 dBm,
respectively. Our receiver sensitivity is limited by our choice of amplifier and can be
improved with a trans-impedance amplifier [74].
The performance of our waveguide-coupled APD’s at 1550 nm is quite good compared to similar devices [61, 62], however further optimization and design parameter
studies should be undertaken to improve the dark current, responsivity and bandwidth of the APD. For other applications, Geiger mode operation will be required
and will be the subject of a future study. Furthermore, noise characterization and the
effects of temperature are also of interest for photon counting and other applications.

5.7

Single Photon Avalanche Diodes

Initial APDs tested were vertically and horizontally designed. The vertical APDs
(VAPDs) were designed to take advantage of a 1-dimensional architecture or pedestal
design. This type of design has the benefit of relatively simple fabrication, as each
layer is grown and polished. Electrically, the design facilitates avalanching in just
one direction along a central direction dictated by the field. This is a much simpler
design for implementing guard rings or other structures to keep precious electrons
from traps scattered along the SiO2 sidewalls.
The downside to vertically avalanching photodiodes is the photon must make
it to the absorption region through a gauntlet of interfaces not at all designed to
facilitate its travel. As can be seen from the fig. 5.10, left side, the photon enters
a large heavily N+ doped Si layer. The N+ Si layer electrically connects the W
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Figure 5.10: APD Design. For both vertical and lateral APD there are designs for
coupling the photon through a Si waveguide and evanescent coupling through Nitride
waveguide.

via to the device. Since it’s heavily N+ doped there is an increased probability of
absorbing or scattering the photon. Si has a larger bandgap than the Ge-amenable
photon energy, however, there may be midgap states in the N+ Si layer. The charge
layer doesn’t pose as serious an issue since it’s P doped. A mean to mitigating the
photon loss is to bring the waveguide closer to the Ge absorption region. Looking
back at the figure, bottom left, one can see a waveguide in close proximity to the Ge
absorption region for more efficient evanescent coupling. Having this configuration
will remove the lossy interface issues, however, additional coupling will need to be
done to go from a lower Si waveguide to a higher Nitride waveguide finally coupling
to the absorption region. Unfortunately, there is not really an design variation in
the multiplication region (MR) across a wafer. Since the Ge is grown and polished,
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its not possible to incrementally polish a wafer so there are splits in thicknesses. In
both instances the length of the APD can be optimized to ensure adequate coupling
so the photon isn’t likely to scatter out the back.
Lateral APDs (LAPDs) have the benefit or bringing the absorption region closer
to the waveguide with the prospect of enhancing efficiency. The figure, right side,
illustrates the intrinsically 2-dimensional LAPD design showing only half the device.
The actual device is symmetrically designed to have the multiplication region and
contacts mirrored about the W via above the absorption region. The heavily doped
N+ Si can be minimized to just below W via. To the left of the N+ Si is the multiplication region. This another parameter best suited for an LAPD since the MR can
be varied quite easily by extending the contacts and vias further out. Continuing
in towards the axis of symmetry, the middle of the absorption region, there is the
charge layer. Since this is a lateral APD there can, and must, be careful design considerations with regards to the overlap of the charge layer relative to the absorption
region.
Splits have been done on the overlap with the charge layer extended 0.1µm past
the absorption layer, similar to what is illustrated. There has been design with no
overlap, where the charge and absorption layer truncate at the same point. And the
final design entailed the charge layer recessed under the absorption layer. Keeping
all other parameters constant these three configurations were biased to the same
voltages and the results are not too surprising. The devices with a negative overlap,
or recessed, showed a significant amount of dark current.
Remembering the purpose of the charge layer, we know its there to stand off
the field in Ge to allow the field in Si to reach breakdown. Breakdown in the Ge
is non-ideal since it adds excess noise due to its high ionization ratio. Premature
penetration of the field into the absorption region will mean the generated carrier
will be drifted into the MR below breakdown. For single photon detection Geiger
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mode operation is required. A lower field will only accelerate the carrier into a linear
mode type of breakdown. So instead of getting 50 dB amplification where a single
photon signal is measurable, the single carrier only generates some multiplied amount
probably not above the noise threshold. The LAPD is a 2-D device, however, we can
breakdown a possible carrier path to see why the negative overlap does not produce
a quality APD.
As the generated carrier, whether dark or photo-generated, drifts down towards
the Si layer, the field has some lateral component from the metal vias on either side.
The lateral field would be zero for an ideal device but that requires the device to
be perfectly balanced in doping and dimension relative to the center axis. More
likely than not there is some deviation from one side of the device to the other and
carriers will drift towards the Ge/SiO2 interface. The majority field component is
vertical so the carrier will continue to drift down. With the negative overlap design
there is direct contact between the avalanche and absorption region. So the carrier
reaching the Ge/Si interface has been accelerating even before exiting the absorption
layer. The premature penetration also means that any lingering carriers are being
accelerated out of the Ge absorption region with increasing bias. Expanding our
view back to the macroscopic level, what is seen when the negative overlap APDs
are reversed biased in the dark is dark current that is tens of microamps immediately
after reverse bias application.
In order to achieve breakdown in the Si before punch through into the Ge absorption region, the charge layer has to be of the proper size and doping concentration.
Splits were done on the charge layer doping dose from 1 ∗ 1017 to 7 ∗ 1018 /cm3 .
Testing was first done on the vertical APDs with the premise their simpler design
would make it easier to weed out the less efficient designs. Keeping the wafers whole
allowed us to automate the probe station, testing the current-voltage characteristics
for the splits in device area across a single wafer. Each wafer is constant in dop-
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of LAPDs with variation in overlap of charge layer relative
to absorption layer. Shown for two multiplication region widths.

ing with devices not related to APDs. It was very useful to be able to do initial
characterization on the wafer scale in a short period of time, saving cost and time
associated with wafer dicing.
From fig. 5.12, it is clear that variation in VAPDs is still possible and can be done
within one wafer. We see that the area of the APD is changed not only in length,
relative to the direction parallel to the waveguide, but also width. Included are the
corresponding IV and Light IV characteristics. What is apparent, and something
that helped us shift our priorities in design, is the dark IV characteristics are not
abrupt. That is to say, after about 5 V reverse bias, dark current is measured and
increases up to a not so spectacular breakdown. This effect is more evident for the
largest vertical APD where there is almost no distinction between reverse bias under
dark and illuminated conditions. With not much success for this particular wafer
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Figure 5.12: Top: Vertical APD designs illustrating splits on area. Measurements
are in microns. Bottom left: Vertical APD IV and LIV characteristics for 2e18 P
doping concentration. Bottom right: Vertical APD IV and LIV characteristics for
7e18 doping concentration.

with a P Si doping concentration of 7 × 1018 /cm3 , we anticipated a wafer with a
higher doped charge layer would perform better.
Unfortunately, this doping was already at the highest level for our vertical APDs
and testing the wafers with varying MR width was the next option. For splits in
multiplication region width, two nominal thickness were done at 400 nm and 600
nm. Below are IV and LIV characteristics for two vertical APDs of the same size on
different P doped wafers. As expected the longer MR width device requires a larger
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field in order to achieve breakdown and shows much better characteristics for a single
photon detector. The dark I-Vs show a good abrupt transition, however, photocurrent begins to flow immediately, signifying there is no definite punch-through.

Figure 5.13: Left: IVs and LIVs for VAPD doped with 2e18 concentration. Right:
IVs and LIVs for VAPD doped with 7e18 concentration.

The VAPDs tested gave us incredible insight into future designs, which at the
writing of this dissertation, are still being fabricated. However, current designs did
not prove to be promising as single photon detectors. One excellent attribute seen
only in the vertical APDs is their lack of hysteresis. In fig. 5.13, each shows multiple
consecutive voltage sweeps. This was a technique adopted early on to identify devices
that required a ”burn in” or needed to have voltage applied a few times before full
testing. We will see hysteresis was commonplace for the lateral APDs. With such
small device footprints, many VAPDs were fit in close proximity to each other and
optically and electrically probed from the surface. With a dense layout, devices
with the same parameters were fabricated and tested on each wafer to rule out any
possibility that single devices with bad performance did not rule out the chance of
finding optimal APDs.
Because of the lack of no definite punch through and low photocurrent response
seen in the vertical APDs, the next tested design was a lateral APD with a higher
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doped P ”buried channel” within the charge layer. The buried channel APD (BCAPD)
was designed to focus the field along the axis of symmetry down the middle of the
device. By keeping the field, more or less, going from the P+ Ge contact down to
the P+ Si channel, the carriers are less likely to interact with the SiO2 sidewalls.
We see in fig. 5.14 how a BCAPD is designed for a mask layout in (a). There are
two key points to note in 5.14 (a), first being the asymmetric design. The Tungsten
(W) vias are not symmetrically displaced relative to the absorption region. However,
when referenced to the bottom figure in (a), it is evident both sides are still capable
of being biased. Although not meant to be biased simultaneously, having two sides
of different MR width gives us two devices within one APD. The second key point
to note in (a) is that the P+ Si is a mask following the P charge layer mask. That
allows the device receive a heavily doped stripe symmetrically below the absorption
region regardless of which side of the BCAPD is being biased.
Referring to fig. 5.14 (b), there are two current-voltage sweeps done at room
temperature and 0o C. This depicts carrier cooling, which is the breakdown voltage
shifting to higher voltage with increasing temperature. This happens because, as the
Si heat up, there are more phonon vibrations that slow the carrier down, not allowing
it impact ionize. Therefore, the carrier(s) must travel farther under a higher electric
field for an avalanche to ensue. It may seem that the APD actually undergoes a
drop in current prior to some sort of punch through, however, this is actually due
to the probes. The benefit of the probes is their high speed nature, but they are
still metal lines. IV characteristics were measured with the probes not contacted.
The same behavior was seen until the current was at the threshold of the Keithley
source meter. On subsequent measured sweeps with the probes still not contacted
the downward slope with increasing reverse bias was not as noticeable. We assume
the culprit is current residing in the probes from previous runs is extracted, or filled
depending on biasing conditions, until it reaches the limit of what the source meter
can measure. Using fig. 5.14 (b) as an example, if the probes could be made to not
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Figure 5.14: Buried Channel APD design and performance. (a) Top is a simplistic
side view of the doping steps. Bottom is a GDS view highlighting the waveguide and
probe pads with the middle as an exploded view of the BCAPD and each Si mask
layer. (b) IV characteristics for an 8 µm length BCAPD ran at RT and 0o C. (c)
Raw dark count rate for same BCAPD at 0o C.

have this problem, the current would be flat until about 15 V. The spikes around 10
V are repetitive for nearly every tested APD and overlap nearly perfectly. This is
at the limit of the meter and the repeatable fluctuations may be pickup from other
hardware or the meter itself. Keep in mind the connection to the source meter is
banana plugs so the signals are completely unshielded at one point.
Splits were done for the BCAPDs in not just MR width, but also length. From
the previous image, one can see an end-fired waveguide bending towards the APD
then back out. The bend is included to reduce the amount of scattered light that may
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inadvertently make its way to the APD, but not using the waveguide. This may not
seem as important when operating the BCAPD in Geiger mode, for single photons,
however, when operated in Linear mode, it’s imperative to not have the signal broken
up or reaching the detector at different times. The signal traveling through the oxide
cladding will have a different group velocity than the signal traveling through the Si
waveguide. And since an APD operated in Linear mode may be more of a free run
type of operation, having a single signal pulse that is split just before entering the
device means the device will take longer to rearm.
Having the optical signal travel up through a heavily P+ Si doped buried channel
may cause scattering or premature absorption issues. Since the photon must travel
through this layer in order to get to absorptive Ge layer, there will undoubtedly be
losses associated with this type of design. A counteractive approach would be to get
the signal to the Ge region without having to penetrate through the charge layer and
buried channel. Ideally, the waveguided signal would be coupled directly into the Ge
region for the highest quantum efficiency. Unfortunately this isn’t as easy with most
mask designs. It would require either bending the waveguide vertically up to reach
the higher Ge, or fabricate the whole waveguide higher in the oxide to align with
the Ge region face. Bending the waveguide would require 3-D type fabrication and
would not be cost effective. Fabricating the waveguide at a higher level to coincide
with the Ge would require etching the SiO2 and growing a crystalline waveguide.
Keep in mind the waveguide is roughly 320 nm tall and wide, which means it would
not be of good quality to grow Si in that small of a trench.
The best alternative for bringing the optical signal to the Ge is through evanescent
coupling. As of the writing of this dissertation, simulated designs include Nitride
waveguides that butt-couple the optical signal directly into the absorption layer. This
will be accomplished by starting with the Si waveguide and adiabatically coupling
to a Nitride waveguide positioned above the Si one. This is part of a future mask
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design, but what has already been fabricated is making the entire waveguide a Nitride
design. In the figure below is one of the current designs. The device’s pad design is
connected such that a two or three tip electrical probe can be used. This APD is
not a symmetric device, but still maintains all the necessary layers such as Buried
channel within the Charge layer.

Figure 5.15: Evanescently Coupled Buried Channel APD design. In this instance,
the entire waveguide, including grating couplers, are Nitride design.

The I-V characteristics for the evanescently coupled buried channel APD did
have the desired, abrupt, transition from low dark current to breakdown, however,
the photocurrent still wasn’t enough for single photon detection. As mentioned,
there were splits in the multiplication region width but the dimension did not exceed
0.6 µm. For effective Geiger mode operation, we were already certain the MR width
had to be over 1µm. The smaller widths would still avalanche, clearly, but the width
would be too small to get any appreciable electrical signal gain from a single photon.
The longer devices would require a larger reverse bias, but would also have more
impact ionization events occurring, creating a readable signal. The downside to the
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longer APDs would be a slower bandwidth.
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Single Photon Avalanche Diodes

6.1

Creating the Signal

Single photon generation , at its core, requires a sole quantum emitter. This means
the source can easily be depicted as a two, or more, level system where an electron
is excited to some higher energy state and, upon relaxation, moves to a lower energy
state releasing a photon. There may be other levels involved, which allow energy to
be dissipated through phonons, but ultimately a photon of some known energy is
emitted. The trick is to get the emission to occur on demand. That is to say, any
feasible application would require the photon’s emission to be deterministic.
Deterministic emission can be triggered by an optical or electrical source. Ideally,
emission would be similar to a laser in that the polarization, phase, and wavelength
are relatively constant. And also with keeping the theme of a laser, the on demand
photon can be heralded with minimal delay, or jitter. This is not meant to be
a background on current single photon sources (SPS). This work did not include
access to an SPS. Photon signals were created from classical sources and will be
mentioned in later in this section.
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A laser already has all the positive attributes one needs for a viable SPS, except
the flux of photons exiting the gain medium are so large, the the variance really just
√
looks like n, where n is the number of photons. Unfortunately, achieving a single
photon source is not as simple as attenuating the laser until one photon exits the
source. Since there is variance in the classical source, there too must be variance in
the quantum source. As the photon number is reduced, the flux goes from a gaussian
distribution to a Poissonian one.
Poisson statistics are the limit of gaussian statistics as the average number of
photons is reduced from a classical realm to a quantum one. However, in both
descriptions, the light described are coherent states generated by the laser source.
They are quantum optical states that have a natural classical correspondence with the
photons electric field amplitude. For free space, we recall that the second quantized
electric field operator is

E=−

X iωk
k,s

c

s

2π~c2
(ak,s ei(k·x−ωk t) − a†k,s e−i(k·x−ωk t) ) êk,s
ωk V

(6.1)

where a and a† are free-space photon annihilation and creation operatorsHere, k
is the wave-vector, ωk = kc the angular frequency, c the speed of light, ~ Planck’s
constant, and ês are the two orthogonal transverse polarizations of a plane-wave. In a
waveguide, the electric field operator is modified by replacing plane-wave mode fields
with transverse waveguide mode fields; here the creation and annihilation operators
act to create and destroy photons in the waveguide modes.
A coherent state is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator, such that
a |αi = α |αi

hα| a† = α∗ hα|

hα| a† a |αi = |α|2

(6.2)

where α is a complex eigenvalue. The normalization condition requires hα|αi = 1 but
coherent states are not orthogonal hα0 |αi =
6 δα,α0 . The coherent state can be expanded
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in the number representation (Fock Space) which is a complete orthonormal basis,
|αi =

∞
X

cn |ni ,

(6.3)

n=0

and |ni is the photon number state and a |ni =

√

n |n − 1i. A recursive formula for

the coefficients is
cn+1

∞
X
α
αn
αn
√ |ni
=√
cn , cn = √ c0 , |αi = c0
n+1
n!
n!
n=0

(6.4)

where hα|αi = 1 which determines c0 . The photon probability in the number representation for a coherent state is given by pn = |cn |2 .
hnin
pn =
exp(− hni)
n!

(6.5)

where the average photon occupation hni = |α|2 . Eq. (6.5) is a Poisson distribution
for the photon probability and gives the arrival time statistics for a photon stream
from a coherent laser source. By suitably attenuating a laser pulse, we can create
photon states with average photon number considerably smaller than 1. The average
photon number per pulse is given by hni = Pave Trep λ/hc, where λ is the wavelength,
and Pave is the average optical power.
First, the unattenuated laser needs to be measured with a stable and precise
power meter at the wavelength the laser is lasing. This is an important consideration
because the laser used was 1310 nm so calibrating at 1550 nm would yield a different
power value. The power meter is measuring the average power of the laser and, as
such, one must calculate the average number of photons. Begin by calculating the
photon energy for a given wavelength, λ in

Eph =

1.24eV · µm
λ

(6.6)
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Then we can calculate the average unattenuated energy, using the average power,
Pavg , from the power meter and the frequency of repetition, frep , in

Epulse =

Pavg
frep

(6.7)

Finally, we are able to calculate the average unattenuated number of photons,
nph using

nph =

Epulse
Eph

(6.8)

Reducing the number of photons needs to be done with a precise attenuator.
More importantly, the attenuator needs to be variable since waveguide losses will be
slightly different for each avalanche photodetector measured. As a side note, fixed
attenuators can be used to reach a nominal attenuation. However, this will still
require some sort of variable attenuator in series with the fixed one. Agilent tunable
lasers offer some variability, up to 10dB, and can be used to reach the minimal
photons necessary for single photon detection. A better option is to use a variable
attenuator that is capable of reaching at least 100dB of attenuation.
Most laser sources outputting 1mW , or 0dBm, entering the waveguide could
potentially lose about 15dB per facet, depending on how crudely the chip was diced.
Realistically, there are losses every time a patch fiber is connected in series, which
were found to be up to 1dB attenuation. With roughly 15dB attenuation from
facet loss, typical total loss calculated to be reaching the detector was approximately
8.16µW ,or −20dBm. Using the above equations, this yields about 12.4·106 photons.
Reaching the necessary 0.1 mean photon number would required 80dB of attenuation.
A variable attenuator EXFO is fully capable of reaching this level, even having
variability to 0.01dB at such low levels.
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6.2

Biasing the Device

All biasing of the device, AC and DC, are based off the breakdown of the device.
Therefore, I-V characteristics must be taken for each device at each operating temperature. This is necessary since subtle fabrication differences in each device will,
and do, cause the breakdown point to shift to lower or higher voltages. It has been
seen in our devices shifts typically don’t change more than 0.4 V for APDs of the
same size biased at the same temperature. This would imply fabrication across a
wafer is quite consistent, even for devices with only 1 µm wide Ge.
However, variation in breakdown voltage have been seen for the same device at
constant temperature due to charging. Variations in breakdown of 0.2 V have been
seen at room temperature for a single device swept in voltage multiple times. Charging of the oxide sidewalls causes changes in the breakdown, sometimes prematurely
causing breakdown to occur. The standard procedure was to take I-V characteristics
4 times as consecutive sweeps. Figure 6.1 shows IV sweeps for a couple devices with
multiple sweeps done for dark conditions only.
Figure 6.1 (a) is of lateral APDs with varying multiplication region width. The
200 nm MR APD was shorted in this instance and did not give proper I-V characteristics. For all other sweeps, there is clearly one out liar, the first sweep in all
cases, that we consider the burn-in sweep. Figure 6.1 (b) is a vertical APD with a
2 µm wide Ge/Si width. The ’C’ devices were ones used for linear mode operation
and proved to have record performance gain-bandwidth product (GBP). The vertical
device shows promising I-V characteristics for single photon detection as the breakdown is very abrupt. This is a prime example that APDs are not a ’one size fits all’
type and parameters must be adjusted for its purpose.
For all initial measurement of current and voltage, the first I-V sweep was not
used and considered to be the ’burn-in’ sweep. The remaining 3 I-V sweeps were
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Figure 6.1: Dark I-V characteristics at room temperature illustrating burn-in. (a)
Dark I-V sweeps for C1 (200 nm MR), C2 (300 nm MR), C3 (400 nm MR), C4 (500
nm MR), and C5 (1000 nm MR). (b) Dark IV sweeps for a Vertical APD.

averaged to yield the mean breakdown voltage. This was made results very repeatable
when done on an automated probe station capable of reaching −60 o C. When I-V
sweeps were done at cryogenic temperatures the breakdown was noted to be shifting,
depending on the length of APD operation and percent of excess bias the device was
biased over breakdown. APD breakdown was published in my previous work, as a
function of temperature.

Temperature dependent breakdown showed that as the temperature is increased,
the breakdown shifts to higher voltage. This is due to carrier cooling of the mobile
carrier. As it moves through the lattice in a hotter material, it is slowed by the
moving lattice, phonon scattering. So it must be under the influence of a higher
electric field in order to achieve breakdown.
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6.3

Quenching

There are three types of quenching that will be discussed in this section, Passive,
Active, and Self-quenching. Quenching is a way of stopping the device from avalanching further. It plays an important role in the electrical dynamics of Geiger operated
APDs because it limits the time current flows through the device. Recall, that APDs
operated in this way are biased above breakdown, awaiting for an avalanche to occur. When an avalanche does occur, there is a large current flowing through the
device, that unless quenched, would go into a runaway process killing the device in
the process. For Geiger operation of APDs, the main focus will be Active and Hybrid
quenching. Self-quenching has been described as a means of Geiger APD operation
in previous publications, however, how the devices self-quench seems to left to the
reader to interpret. This section will go through the theory behind self-quenching in
our devices.
Passive quenching circuits (PQC’s) for APDs have been described in detail by [76,
77] and can be readily implemented with most setups. They require a high impedance
resistor placed in series with the APD. Resistances can be varied depending on how
fast quenching is needed but typical values exceed 50 kΩ. Cova et al. provide a good
rule of thumb for choosing the resistance, do not let the current flowing through
the device exceed 20 µA from RL /Vexc , where RL is the load resistance of the series
resistor and Vexc is the excess voltage applied to the APD above breakdown. Once
your excess voltage is known you can calculate the load resistance needed in order
to quench the circuit.
PQC’s work in a passive sense by allowing to current flow in the APD for a
short while. When the APD achieves breakdown and current begins to flow, the
load resistor will have the same current flowing through. Prior to breakdown, there
was no current flowing and the voltage was dropped across the entire circuit. After
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breakdown, voltage is dropped separately across the APD and separately across the
load resistor. As current flows across the load resistor it’s voltage drop temporarily
drops the voltage across the avalanching APD, effectively turning it off. Passively
quenching a Geiger operated APD requires confidence in the resistance of the load
resistor to quench the APD in time. Its application would be better suited for APDs
operated in linear mode, where the APD is not biased as high and the incident signals
don’t necessarily need to be periodic. If the signal is periodic, directly quenching the
device is a better technique.
Active quenching circuits (AQC’s) for APDs have been described in detail by [77,
78], but do require a periodic signal and additional electronics for biasing. This type
of quenching requires an additional voltage source to bias the APD above breakdown
for a short amount of time, typically just long enough for an incoming signal to be
detected, then the voltage is removed. More explicitly, the voltage pulse is centered
around the periodic optical signal, and then reduced in pulse duration on either side
of the detected optical signal. Reducing the electrical time pulse duration before
signal detection ensures a dark signal does not trigger an avalanche. Reducing the
electrical pulse duration after signal detection keeps the amount of current flowing
through the APD at a minimum, which minimizes the amount of charges that can
be trapped. Trapped charges are detrimental in that they cause afterpulsing.
AQC’s are straight forward because they offer the user direct control of the breakdown of the device. If the APD is biased above breakdown for 10 ns, for example, the
longest the device could possibly avalanche for would be 10 ns, given the APD was
triggered immediately. This is a safe mode of operation for a device that’s produces
a signal in a dynamic manner. Recall, a Geiger-operated APD is biased above breakdown. Regardless of how the avalanche is triggered, a measurable signal is produced
by applying such a high electric field that mobile carriers ballistically impact the
lattice, freeing new carriers. The process continues, in this case, until the voltage is
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reduced below breakdown, and the gain is linear with respect to the electric field.
Unfortunately, most electronics sourcing a excess bias for operating in an AQC
does not turn on and shut off instantaneously. In fact, the AC supply used in most of
my experiments (Agilent B1110A), has a minimum rise time setting of 3 ns. Other
brands, Tektronix in particular, have been shown to have sub nanosecond rise times
but cost 3x the price. The reason for purchasing the Agilent brand is its ability to go
up to 20 Vpp . This pulsed voltage source could potentially make using a DC supply
obsolete because, depending on the breakdown voltage of the APD, the AC source
could bias the device from 0 V past its breakdown voltage with a single piece of
hardware. Removing a noise source from the setup means there is less fluctuation in
the actual voltage baising the device. Using the Agilent as the sole voltage supply
requires a total applied vias less than 20 V, something not seen in nearly all of our
single photon detectors because of their relatively long multiplication region width.
If the APDs can work well below 20 V, accounting for the excess bias necessary
for Geiger mode operation, the only other requirement is to create some setup of
circuit to remove the electrical feedthrough. From Fig. 6.2 (a), it is clear that there
is some feedthrough seen in the device when biasing it with a large voltage over
a short rise and fall time. This is because of the APDs characteristics just before
breakdown. In a normal p-n junction, there is an intrinsic depletion region. With
opposite charges on each side, this acts as a sort of capacitor where the depletion
region is the distance between the plates. As the APD is reverse biased the depletion
region widens. Relating this back to a parallel plate capacitor, this is similar to
charging the plates and increasing the distance between them. Since this is on the
order of nanoseconds, or whatever the rise and fall time are set to, the corresponding
AC pulses are able to pass through the capacitor-like device. This is what is seen in
the green curve in Fig. 6.2 (a).
Lastly is the self-quenching circuit (SQC) for APDs. This is somewhat of a
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misnomer as it’s not a circuit, per se, but can be claimed as a circuit since the APD
wouldn’t be able to self-quench without proper biasing with additional hardware.
SQ-APDs have been previously published [79, 80] with subtle variations as to what
makes their devices ’self-quenching.’ Zhao et al. claim self-quenching but require a
negative feedback circuit. Hong et al. simulate their devices, showing a hole potential
well aids in self-quenching.
Our APDs have largely shown self-quenching tendencies at temperatures ranging
from 4 K to 300 K. Since all measurements done in Geiger mode passed through an
oscilloscope for precise threshold adjustment, we were able to verify the quenching
based off the length of time the device was over biased compared to when it shut
off. Figure 6.2 (b) shows a screen capture of the high speed oscilloscope (Tektronix
DPO7254) of a Lateral APD operating in Geiger mode. In order to keep the oscilloscope at its highest resolution, the feature DXP was initiated. This is a button on
the oscilloscope that lets it obtain fast acquisitions, 40 GS/s. The rate of repetition
was usually less than 10 kHz, well below the oscilloscope’s 2.5 GHz capability. The
purpose of setting fast acquisitions was to sample fast enough to see the complete
rise of the APD’s output.
In Fig. 6.2 (b), the fast acquisition rate is causing the scope to superimpose the
signals in a close time proximity, but they do not perfectly overlap. Notice the small
turquoise arrow to the right of the screen shot, this is the adjustable threshold level.
It is set, in this case to 1.4 mV and when there is an avalanched signal greater than
this level, it shows up on the oscilloscope. The reason 1.4 mV is chosen is because
for the excess bias used in this experiment, the feedthrough is just below that. If
the threshold were lowered, the feedthrough would be triggering every period. By
raising the threshold a little more the oscilloscope is triggered off the true avalanched
signal and since the avalanche has the full AC pulse duration to avalanche, that is
what causes the signal to be smeared in time.
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Figure 6.2: Dark I-V characteristics at room temperature illustrating burn-in. (a)
Dark I-V sweeps for C1 (200 nm MR), C2 (300 nm MR), C3 (400 nm MR), C4 (500
nm MR), and C5 (1000 nm MR). (b) Dark IV sweeps for a Vertical APD.

If we return to the previous example of biasing an APD above breakdown for 10
ns, the device may trigger immediately, from a dark generated carrier, or trigger from
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an optically generated carrier. Similarly the APD could be triggered after the optical
pulse by a dark carrier or not get triggered at all during the 10 ns window. This is
why there is a spread in the triggered signals. Now we can return to why this device
is able to self-quench. From Fig. 6.2 (b), we have an idea of time scales given the
major ticks on the time axis are 5 ns. One can then deduce that the time duration
of the pulses, including the feedthrough signaling the APD is above breakdown, are
quenched in less than 10 ns. This was more prevalent when the AC pulse duration
was set to 30 ns. The pulse was clearly quenched well before the APD was lowered
below breakdown voltage.
The reason our devices are able to self-quench is due to heating. When the
device initially starts to flow current, the current comes about from individual carriers
impact ionizing the lattice, freeing other electrons along the way. Carriers ballistically
traveling impart energy on the lattice causing additional phonon scattering. Also,
as the device is already breaking down current begins to flow, albeit a small current,
but at a high voltage, around 35 V. Since the SourceMeter used does not respond
in nanoseconds, the 30 µA compliance could be temporarily exceeded. Nevertheless,
thats greater than 1 mW of power dissipated across a device that is 1.5 µm x 16 µm
multiplication region area.
The APD heats up under these conditions and, thus, the resistance changes,
which increases the voltage required for breakdown of the device. Since the APD is
only being pulsed at kilohertz repetition rates, the device is able to dissipate the heat
before the subsequent pulse. This phenomenon is corroborated when measurements
were done at 80 K and the repetition rate was increased. The dark count rate saw a
sharp increase with increasing repetition rate. There is the possibility that charges
are being trapped in one pulse and being released in the next. But the more logical
explanation is that the device is heating up and residual heat is causing latent mobile
carriers to cause a triggered avalanche in later pulses. A more thorough study would
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need to be done at other temperatures, namely higher temperatures, to see if the
dark count rate saturates with increasing rate of repetition. If the DCR does tend
towards saturation, then this would help verify heating is occurring in the APD and
is negatively impacting its performance.

Figure 6.3: APD as emitter. Actual image taken using probe station camera in the
dark. Red circle is around illuminating APD with no light incident on the device.
Inset is the same image with the probe station light on.

6.4

Complete Setup

Having a nominally great SPAD design will not produce great results if the conditions
the device is tested under are not, at least, somewhat tailored to the materials the
device is made from. For example, the SPADs tested were all Ge-on-Si APDs. The
absorption layer, Ge, has a bandgap of 0.67 eV and it is known Ge photodiodes,
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although outstanding detectors in the telecommunication wavelength, are susceptible
to dark currents originating from thermal generation. So operating Ge detectors
needs to be done with consideration taken for temperature. Similarly for such a
small bandgap, the detector must be place in a dark environment so that stray light
does not falsely increase the dark current.
Our testing begin with bench-top testing using DC probes connected to a Keithley
2400 source-meter. There was no temperature control or fixtures to eliminate ambient
light. However, this initial setup is where most of the decisions for device and
hardware optimization were made. The DC probes proved to be far from ideal
for measurement other than static current-voltage measurements. The probes were
problematic because they were limited in speed, as expected for DC probes, to 50
MHz, but more importantly, they were not shielded very well from noise emitted
from hardware in our building. A large noise pickup signal was measured at 44 kHz.
This turned out to be from a piece of hardware from the fabrication facility adjacent
to the building our lab was in.
Another issue with the DC probes were that each probe needed to be plugged into
the source meter increasing the inductance and noise pickup. To solve this problem,
we replaced the DC probes with Cascade Microtech Ground-Signal (Z20-X-GS-100)
Z-probes. This was an RF probe with only one SMA connection. Probing was also
made easier since the probes were purchased with 100 µm pitch, the same as the
Aluminum pad layout. Unfortunately the voltage was applied on the center pin and
the signal was returned on the SMA cable shielding. Here again noise was introduced
to the measured signal. Reversing the probes did not benefit since signal was still
passing along the shielding at some point. This brought us to the idea of including
additional probing pads and switching to a GSSG probe (SP-Z20-XD-GSSG-100).
We also tested their Infinity line of probes with the same outstanding results.
With the initial testing being done bench top, wafers were diced for end fire op-
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tical coupling. Dispersed between every few APDs were through waveguides. These
passive waveguides were used for signal calibration. The optical CW signal from a
tunable laser (Agilent hp816x) was SMF connected to a 3-paddle polarization shifter
before being coupled into the waveguide with a cleaved SMF. The paddle shifter
was used to optimize the polarization to TE, the polarization the waveguides were
optimized for. The tunable laser was mainly used due to its proximity to the bench
top setup. However being able to tune the wavelength from 1500 to 1600 nm meant
we could sweep the wavelength and monitor the output current of pin photodiodes
and APDs. The Ge is under strain when epitaxially grown on the Si, so it has better
responsivity to wavelengths higher than 1530 nm.
Bench-top testing proved to be too difficult for pinpointing and analyzing SPADs.
Some of the problems encountered was no consistent ability to cover the device for
dark current measurements. We had no temperature control and were restricted to
characterizing devices at room temperature, which may fluctuate quite a bit if other
electronic hardware on the optics table were ran simultaneously. Another problem
entailed proximity to key pieces of equipment. Although a tunable laser was in close
proximity to the bench-top setup, the AC sources and high speed oscilloscope were
located on the opposite side of the lab. Lastly, testing was limited to about 8 APDs
a day. It took a significant amount of time to align fibers to the APDs waveguide
and replace the diced chip of APDs with a different design.
The limiting factor of how long it would take to characterize just a few APDs
forced us to eliminate devices at a much faster rate. We were able to accomplish this
by testing wafer-scale and testing on the probe station (Cascade Microtech Summit
12k). The probe station could be automated to test electrically, or optically, or
both simultaneously to help identify possible candidates. Also, the probe station
could be temperature controlled, via an external coolant chiller, down to -50o C. The
optical and electrical feed throughs were done through a top hat, which provided the
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full enclosure to run proper dark current measurements. Despite moving to a setup
that could expedite measurements, additional time was lost waiting for devices to
be fabricated with grating coupled waveguides. Previous end-fired waveguides were
completely incompatible when measuring wafer scale so grating couplers were put on
APDs and through waveguides.
First measurements with grating couplers were done with adjustable angled fibers
(Cascade Microtech LWP Lightwave Probes). Maximum throughput was wavelength
specific, so the adjustable fibers were a reasonable alternative. Shortly thereafter,
v-grooved arrays were purchased and adapted for APD characterization. V-grooved
arrays consisted of 8 or so fibers epoxied between a flat glass slide and an etched one
where the etched side is where the fibers were seated. Since most of our measurements
were done around 1550 nm that was the the standard we ordered for which was
calculated to be 8o from perpendicular. Fortunately if another wavelength was used,
1540 nm for example, the loss would be symmetric on the input grating coupler and
the output grating coupler so the additional wavelength dependent loss could be
calibrated.
Since testing was advanced to wafer-scale application, we could test all designs
on a wafer in less than 1 hour. To alleviate any misinterpretation, the entire wafer
was not packed with APDs, which were tested. The APDs had varying parameters
in a die and were then repeated across the wafer, yielding 16 die per wafer. Testing
was done a few die, to ensure consistency but mainly done for die close to the wafer
center. The reason testing time was dramatically reduced was because automation
was only set to run dark I-V characteristics on each APD. From there, promising
APDs for SPAD applications were further automated with a calibrated optical CW
signal.
This was accomplished by first calibrating the V-grooved array to a through
waveguide, then laterally transitioning the array to an APD and maximizing the
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polarization. Once those two optical losses were calibrated, the probe station was
automated to move to a potential SPAD, run a dark I-V sweep, turn on the tunable
laser at 1550 nm and the calibrated 0 dBm power, and monitor the electrical signal
while adjusting the array. The best way we found to adjust the array was through the
use of precise stages (Thorlabs Nanomax TS) holding the arrays, that were controlled
by a driver (Thorlabs MMR602). A program was written to step the stage in 10 µm
increments in the y direction and record the current. The stage would then be
stepped in 10 µm increments in the x direction, again recording the current from
the APD. The program would then correlate the peak current values to its stepped
position and return to that x-y position.
To account for drift in the motors or not having the wafer perfectly aligned, the
program was written to identify when the peak position was close to any of the x or y
bounds. For the times when it would be at the bounds of the stage, the wafer would
be moved by that amount to return the peak near the stages middle point. Only
a couple of times did the array actually lose the grating coupler completely so an
additional line of code was added. It was set to stop all measurements if the array did
not find it’s peak after 5 attempts. This really was the best utilization of the probe
station and programming as it fully automated every aspect of APD characterization.
However, this automated testing only yielded the best SPAD candidates, additional
hardware was needed for SPAD characterization.
For gated Geiger operation an AC source with fast rise and fall times is needed.
Since the setup up to this point was fully enclosed with capable RF electrical probes
and optical probes, the next step was to test the candidates. The first source used
was a pulse generator (SRS DG535). This was the best source used as the pulse was
clean and easily adjustable. Unfortunately the amplitude was limited to 4 V, not
high enough for large excess bias conditions. Recalling a typical 10% excess bias, if
the breakdown of the APD is 30 V, that would require an excess bias of 3 V with
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little room to spare if a higher pulsed voltage is required. Ultimately, we used a
Agilent 81110A capable of 20 V amplitude pulses.
The last required, major purchase, was for a dedicated pulsed diode laser (PicoQuant PDL-1510). This was out of necessity since first measurements were done with
a Lithium Niobate optical amplitude modulator (SDL OC768) which drifted away
from Vπ within 30 min in some cases. This was the original setup for converting the
CW signal from the tunable laser to a pulsed laser source with equipment in the lab.
This may not have been enough extinction when the optical pulse was considered off,
but as the signal is attenuated the off state would have been very near to zero mean
photons when operating in the single photon regime. Clearly there are issues with
this ideology because even when at the maximum extinction there are still photons,
giving a situation that is unusable for single photon characterization because there
would effectively never be an off state. Photons would always be incident on the
detector, all that would vary would be the mean number.
So by switching to a purposefully designed pulsed laser source, with a dedicated
driver, we were able to have a constant laser source with, more importantly, a true
off state. But, it was not without its own in depth calibration. Figure 6.4 are screen
captures from a wide-bandwidth oscilloscope (Agilent DCA-X 86100D) with all parameters constant except for the PDL driver intensity. The intensity is changed via
an analog knob and must be adjusted to ensure the optical pulse length is minimized
without introducing ringing at the end. It’s clear that as the intensity is reduced
from a setting of 1000, Fig. 6.4 (a), to 400, Fig. 6.4 (b), and then finally to 280, Fig.
6.4 (c), the pulsed optical becomes shorter.
Finally, the pulsed diode laser was set to a repetition rate of 10 MHz and the
FWHM was measured through the oscilloscope’s software, the screen capture is
shown in Fig. 6.4 (d) showing a pulse duration of 37 ps. The relaxation oscillation tail has been significantly reduced for a more representative gaussian optical
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Figure 6.4: Calibrating pulsed diode laser. (a) PDL connected to high speed pin
photodiode, PDL driver setting at 1000 intensity. (b) Same setup as (a), PDL driver
setting at 400 intensity. (c) Same setup as (a), PDL driver setting at 280 intensity.
(d) Final setting for the PDL driver with FWHM shown.

wave packet. This is the signal that was ultimately sent through a variable attenuator to the SPAD for single photon characterization. On three occasions the laser
pulse was verified, over the course of a few months, and the pulse showed no signs
of degradation. A nice feature of the PDL was its standby mode, which would allow
us to turn of the laser temporarily to run dark count measurements then re-initiate
the laser for follow on measurements. Nothing was unplugged and the laser did not
have to go through its one hour or so warm up time.
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6.5

Gated Geiger Detection

Initial testing, done on the automated probe station, was used to screen for optimal
APDs. Because the pulsed diode laser was customized to be narrow linewidth around
1510 nm, the tunable laser source was also set to 1510 nm for IV sweeps. Figure 6.5
(a) shows dark (black) and light (red) IV sweeps for a Lateral APD tested at room
temperature with -10 dBm incident CW signal. Not the low dark current up until
breakdown, an ideal characteristic for a single photon detector, especially at room
temperature. The IV graph shows 4 sweeps for light and dark IV’s. There is little
variation in the IV’s equating to minimal hysteresis, another ideal trait in SPADs.
The initial IV sweep for both light and dark do show a lower current from roughly
0 to 8 V, when the bias is ramped. This is due to the capacitance of the probes. After
breakdown, the flood of current through the probes causes some charge to be remain,
which is why the subsequent IV sweeps start with a higher current at 0 V. Figure
6.5 (b) shows accumulations taken using the Time Correlated Single Photon Counter
(TCSPC). The LAPD was operated at room temperature and set to accumulate for
300 s. The DCR was calculated to be 24.5 MHz.
After the optical pulse, the LAPD self quenches and does not re-trigger in the
same electrical pulse. This is more than likely due to the high influx of photons
quenching the APD. The optical signal was not attenuated, so there are 106 photons incident on the APD creating a commensurate number of electron-hole pairs,
given the quantum efficiency. Therefore, we assume the large photocurrent is what’s
increasing the resistance in the APD, causing its breakdown to shift and, thus, selfquench. The high DCR is attributed to operation at room temperature, exciting
carriers in the low bandgap Germanium.
In Fig. 6.5 (c), there are three accumulations taken for an LAPD operated at
room temperature. The dark (black), -40 dBm (red), and -70m dB (blue) accumula-
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tions were done for a 50 ns electrical pulse window with a 4 V AC SRS source. The
optical power values are calibrated with a commercial power meter and determined
to be the average power incident on the APD. There is a definite Geiger signal at
-40 dBm roughly midway through the pulse but it’s not clear there is any optically
induced avalanche at - 70 dBm average power. For reference, calculations for this
setup require 80 dB of attenuation in order to have 0.1 mean photons incident on
the APD.
The two reasons there is no signal at low optical power, -70 dBm, is because the
MR width for this device is small and the DCR is still too high. The device used in
Fig. 6.5 (c) was an APD 8 µm in length and a 1 µm MR width. The width turns
out to be too narrow for considerable avalanche to take place for single electron-hole
pairs. Later, we will see our published single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) had
an MR width of 1.5 µm. Also, with the DCR so high, tens of MHz, the optically
induced Geiger signal is getting washed out. Our publications show that modest
single photon detection efficiency required operating temperatures less than 165 K.
Notice in both (b) and (c), the dark and light accumulations overlap well, which is
a sign of minimal hysteresis.
Something always lingering with these SPADs and can even be seen in 6.5 (b)
and (c) are the dark counts. They directly impact the single photon detection efficiency (SPDE) and can degrade it. Recall we must subtract off the background,
accumulated dark counts, in order to calculate the detection efficiency. If dark counts
are high, that means the detector is being triggered by dark generated carriers with
higher probability even if a photo-generated carrier causes an avalanche event as
well. Dark counts are related to dark current. Therefore, we can surmise how the
dark counts are occurring by understanding how the dark current is generated.
The most likely culprit, especially at room temperature is thermal generation.
Since we are dealing with Germanium, which as a small bandgap, its easy to see how
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Figure 6.5: Data from APDs on probe station. (a) Dark (Light) IV sweep for APD
shown in black (red). Incident light set to -10 dBm at room temperature. (b) First
set of accumulations on TCSPC with and without pulsed optical signal. Notice the
quenching immediately after the optical pulse. (c) 300 s accumulations with no light
(black), -40 dBm average power (red), and -70 dBm average power (blue).

thermal excitation due to kB T can push carriers into the conduction band. We can
mitigate this by running the device at lower temperature. Another culprit of dark
current is tunneling. This mechanism is not so much temperature dependent, at all,
as it is field dependent. The more electric field we put across the APD, the more
likely carriers in the valence band can tunnel through to the conduction band. This
really can’t be mitigated for the Geiger operated APDs. They require a significant
applied voltage to go beyond breakdown as this is their operating range. However,
we can reduce the time the device is biased above breakdown which will reduce the
probability of many carriers tunneling through the bandgap. This leads to another
issue more associated with dark count rate, afterpulsing.
Afterpulsing occurs when a first electrical pulse initiates an avalanche event,
independent if it’s dark or photon generated, and the second pulse, if its in a relatively
short time span away from the first pulse, triggers carriers still in the multiplication
region to set off a new avalanche event. The difference in this situation is that
subsequent pulses are so close, the SPAD doesn’t have time to evacuate all the
charges. So, charges left in the MR region set off a new avalanche event without
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even drifting dark or photon generated carriers out of the absorption region. The
way to mitigate this is increase the time between pulse, that is decrease the repetition
rate, and keep a modest bias across the device when turned off so there is a field
in the device to evacuate the carriers that have been left behind. This is explicitly
described by Donnelly et al. [81], including other forms of defect tunneling from the
valence to conduction band.

6.6

Gated Geiger-mode published results

Single photon detectors, originating from photomultiplier tubes in the late 1940’s to
current solid state semiconductors [82], offer the resolution required for communication beyond the classical limits of typical telecommunication. All forms of avalanche
photodiodes rely on the same fundamental process, avalanche multiplication of a single photo-excited carrier into a measurable signal. Superconducting detectors, such
as nanowires, have been shown to have the highest single photon detection efficiency
(SPDE), in some cases exceeding 90% [83]. III-V single photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs) offer the next best SPDE, greater than 45% [84–86]. However, integrating either superconducting or III-V detectors with CMOS photonic circuits would
requires additional, and costly, processing. A reasonable approach is to improve
CMOS compatible devices performance [1, 48–51, 87].
At the limit of photo-detection, single photon avalanche photodetectors must be
able to resolve an incoming signal in the form of a single photon from thermally
generated carriers that creates a dark count noise background. Specifically in the
near-IR spectrum, applications of SPADs offer improved resolution for quantum key
distribution (QKD) [88], 3-D image sensing, and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [89]. Waveguide-coupling the detectors allows integration with other photonic
integratable devices. Ge-on-Si SPADs have so far been fabricated in a vertical man-
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ner responsive to surface incident radiation with the first Ge-on-Si photon counter
having an SPDE of approximately 0.0017 %, at 1.21 µm [90]. Geiger-mode operated Ge-on-Si APDs have reached 14% SPDE at 1.31 µm and 200 K, however dark
count rates (DCR) are as high as 100 MHz have been reported [91]. More recently,
Warburton et al. have improved Ge-on-Si SPADs dark count rates to 6 MHz at 100
K [92]. This came at the expense of SPDE, which was only 4%.
In this work, we extend our lateral avalanche photodiode design from linear
mode [64,73,87] to Geiger-mode operation in a waveguide-coupled Ge on Si avalanche
photodiode. Our lateral Geiger mode avalanche photon detectors (Gm-APD) compact areal design results in reducing dark count rate. The waveguide-coupled GmAPD offers full compatibility with standard silicon photonics processes with addition
of a single p-charge implant mask layer. The Gm-APDs were tested through temperature in order to examine the temperature dependence of photon detection efficiency
and DCR noise characteristics. The temperature was increased from 4 K to 220
K, for a complete span from low cryogenic temperatures to temperatures achievable
with stacked thermo-electric (TEC) coolers.
Figure 6.6(a) shows a schematic representation of the Ge-on-Si waveguide-coupled
Gm-APD. Figure 6.6(b) shows a processed cross-sectional SEM image of the fabricated waveguide-coupled Gm-APD. Selectively grown Ge acts as a high index optical
absorbing material into which light from the waveguide couples. Ge is a CMOS compatible material responsive to telecommunication wavelengths such as 1310 nm and
1550 nm. We have demonstrated PiN photodetectors with similar structure which
have a responsivity of 0.8 A/W at 1510nm [1]. In the APD structure, a Si p-charge
layer under the Ge acts as a screening layer to prevent the large electric field in the
un-doped Si multiplication region (MR) from penetrating significantly into the absorbing Ge. By separating the absorption and multiplication regions the device takes
advantage of the superior impact ionization ratio and hence multiplication charac-
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teristics of the silicon. The charge layer is p-doped to provide the proper polarity for
a reverse biased avalanche photodiode. Note that the intrinsic multiplication region
is on both sides of the charge layer, symmetrically displaced from the center axis.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic cross-section for lateral separate absorption and charge
multiplication APD. The p-charge region and the multiplication regions (MR) in
the symmetric Gm-APD are shown. Ge absorber is located above the waveguide
feed and p-charge layer extends out from Ge-Si interface. (b) Angled SEM image of
Gm-APD with oxide cladding removed. The input waveguide is shown.

Given an applied bias above breakdown for Si, the electric field in the Si “punches”
through the p-charge layer into the Ge and causes photo-generated carriers to drift
into the Si layer. The carriers are accelerated in the Si multiplication region where
they undergo impact ionization. This generates additional carriers which are again
accelerated leading to additional impact ionization. This multiplicative ionization of
generated carriers is the gain mechanism by which the APD can turn a single photon
absorption into a detectable current. For a single photon detector, it is critical to
prevent extensive penetration of the electric field into the Ge while keeping the field in
the Si above breakdown prior to photo-generated carriers entering the multiplication
region. This order of operation will ensure a measurable signal with Geiger mode
avalanche operation. However, continued applied bias above breakdown results in
substantial current flowing through the device leading to thermal runaway, so the
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overbias is limited temporally to a gated window, after which the bias is lowered
below breakdown. The reduced gated biasing, along with a properly doped charge
layer reduces thermally generated carriers in the Ge from causing false avalanche
events in between gates, which will have the detrimental effect of increasing the dark
count rate.
The waveguide-coupled lateral APDs utilize a separate absorption region of selective epitaxially grown Ge with a narrow 1 µm width, on a 1.5 µm wide p-implanted
charge layer on the Si SOI substrate. Gm-APD’s with symmetric multiplication region (MR) widths of 1.2 µm were examined. It should be noted that the p-doped
charge layer extends beyond the footprint of the epitaxial Ge. Previous work on
Ge-on-Si APDs operated in linear mode [87] required this positive overlap in order
to keep the field in the Si from penetrating directly into the Ge absorption layer.
Boron difluoride (BF2) is implanted with 110 keV with a dose of 1.75 × 1012 cm−2
targeting an active p-charge layer density of 1.25 × 1017 cm−3 . The Ge contact is
formed by BF2 implantation into Ge and activation to a concentration of 1 × 1019
cm−3 to form a top contact. Ti/TiN metal liner is used for ohmic contact to the
Ge. The Si contact is fabricated using a heavily doped n+ layer that is formed prior
to Ge growth. Figure 6.6(b) is an angled SEM image of our device illustrating the
15.9 µm device length. Lengths ranging from 8 to 32µm were tested at a wafer
scale, however, the 15.9µm length APD showed best dark current performance while
maintaining high responsivity. Lastly, the n+ Si contacts, through Tungsten vias,
are electrically connected to create a symmetric design. Thus the electric field within
the germanium is largely vertical, increasing the likelihood that a generated carrier
will drift down into the multiplication region, rather than into the sidewall of the
germanium.
Gated Geiger-mode operation of an APD is a periodic pulsed biasing method
designed to reduce noise by essentially turning the detector off when no signal is
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of gated Geiger mode operation of the APD. The APD is
initially dc biased VDC below the avalanche breakdown voltage Vbr . A periodic series
of ac voltage pulses VAC are applied to the APD pushing temporarily the total excess
bias, VEx , above the breakdown voltage for the device. A synchronized narrow width
optical pulse train is timed to arrive within the over-bias time window triggering
avalanche breakdown of the APD and generating a large amplified photocurrent
pulse. Inset shows a dark IV characteristic for the APD showing the breakdown
voltage.

expected. In this technique, photon pulses are timed to arrive within a time interval
in which the detector is biased above breakdown and hence armed. The absorption
of a photon and subsequent transport of an electron to the APDs multiplication
region triggers an avalanche of carriers which gives rise to a large current pulse.
The runaway avalanche process provides high gain, but if allowed to continue would
destroy the APD. The gating process turns off the overbias, hence quenching the
avalanche and allowing the detector to be re-armed for the next photon pulse. We
characterize this mode of operation by using time correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) electronics.
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Figure 6.7 illustrates the gating sequence for Geiger mode operation. The inset
shows the dark IV characteristics of the APD through the breakdown voltage Vbr into
the avalanche regime. A DC bias voltage is applied to the detector, which puts it
into a low dark current state just below breakdown. A series of periodic AC overbias
pulses VAC are applied at a frequency, frep = 1/Trep . The temporal pulse width,
Tpulse , is typically kept short to insure that the probability of a dark count is low
and the repetition period is long enough to ensure that parasitic false counts from
traps do not trigger the avalanche in a process known as afterpulsing. Short photon
pulses which arrive within the time-window Tpulse trigger an avalanche signal with
some probability. By counting the current signals which exceed a discrimination
threshold, we obtain a time-series count of the firing or clicks of the detector. The
click statistics of a gated Geiger mode APD will depend on the many parameters
shown in figure 6.7, such as overbias, VEx + Vbr = VDC + VAC , pulse period, and pulse
width, and include other device factors like temperature and doping. From these
measurements, we can evaluate the detection probability under different detection
conditions, such as the percent overbias defined by the ratio VEx /Vbr . In the next
subsections, we review the underlying principles needed to extract key metrics for
single photon detection using our integrated waveguide-coupled gated Geiger mode
APD.
Single photon detection is the quantum limit of detection since the photon is the
fundamental quanta of the electromagnetic field. In order to detect single photons,
we need a source of single photons. Coherent states can be generated by a pulsed
laser and are quantum optical states that have a natural classical correspondence
with the photons electric field amplitude. The photon probability in the number
representation for a coherent state is given by
hnin
exp(− hni)
pn =
n!

(6.9)

where the average photon occupation is hni. Eq. (6.9) is a Poisson distribution for
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the photon probability and gives the arrival time statistics for a photon stream from
a coherent laser source. By suitably attenuating a laser pulse, we can create photon
states with average photon number considerably smaller than 1. The average photon
number per pulse is given by hni = Pave Trep λ/hc, where λ is the wavelength, and Pave
is the average optical power. These attenuated coherent states represent a source of
single photons for the gated Geiger mode single photon detection scheme outlined.
(See figure 6.7)
The quantum efficiency, η, for the absorbing media represents the conversion efficiency of photons into electron-hole pairs and is key to the optoelectronic conversion
into photocurrent. Therefore at very low photon flux the absorber under bias acts as
a Poissonian source of photocurrent. Explicitly, the average number of carriers generated is related to the average photon number n = η hni. The induced photocurrent
is iphoto = en/T = eηM λPave /hc, where M is the multiplication gain. Gated Geiger
mode operation shown in fig. (6.7) results in large multiplication of the photocurrent (M ' 104 or greater) if the detector is triggered in the short time interval when
biased above Vbr .
In the dark, thermal and tunneling processes in the semiconductor can create
generated carries that trigger the APD avalanche. These so called dark counts give
rise to a shot noise Poissonian count profile. Thus, the probability of a dark count
is obtained by summing the Poisson distribution over all non-zero generated carriers
giving rise to the detector counts. The dark count probability is
pd =

∞
X

pn = 1 − exp(−ρτ ).

(6.10)

n=1

The mean number of carriers is related to the short-time window τ , and is given by
n = ρτ , where n is the average number of carriers, and ρ is the dark count rate or
DCR. It is clear that by shortening the over-bias gate length τ , which reduces the
time the detector is armed, we can reduce the dark count rate.
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The photon detection efficiency can be determined from the click probability
when the detector is run under the pulsed illumination shown in Figure 6.7. It is
obvious that a count can be triggered by an arriving photon or a dark count and we
assume that the total click probability is Poissonian, such that
pc = 1 − exp(−µ),

(6.11)

where µ is the mean number of carriers generated and pc is click probability. The
mean number of carriers can be expressed as the sum of the dark count and the
photon detection contribution, such that µ = ζ hni + ρτ . The photon detection
efficiency in terms of click probability and the dark count probability is
1
ln
ζ=
hni



1 − pd
1 − pc


.

(6.12)

The single photon detection efficiency, or SPDE, corresponds to the detection efficiency ζ when the average photon number per pulse, hni  1. The fractional average
photon number guarantees that multi-photon pulses ( 2 or greater) are highly improbable based on the coherent state Poissonian statistics.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, the dark count probability and the
illuminated click probability for the gated Geiger mode detector can be directly
measured experimentally by running the detector in the dark and with photon pulses
as shown in figure 6.7. We can therefore determine the derived dark count rate and
single photon efficiency for the detector under different operating conditions.
Figure 6.8 (a) shows the schematic of the gated Geiger mode experimental setup
and (b) shows the Gm-APD electrical circuit. The gated Geiger mode pulsed bias
scheme of figure 6.7 is obtained by combining the DC voltage (VDC ) from a Keithley
2400 sourcemeter with the AC (VAC ) pulses from an Agilent B1110A pulse generator
through a high-speed bias-tee. The synchronized optical pulse train is generated
from a narrow linewidth pulsed diode laser (PicoHarp PDL-800) operated at 1310
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Figure 6.8: (a) Schematic of the gated-Geiger mode single photon measurement
setup. Key components shown are a pulsed laser, AC source pulse generator, DC
power supply, bias-tee, high-speed oscilloscope, and time correlated single photon
counter. The black (red) lines represent electrical (optical) traces. (b) Circuit diagram of the device under test (DUT). The DUT is in a cyrostat for examining
Gm-APD performance as a function of temperature.

nm. A variable attenuator (EXFO FVA-60B) was used to attenuate the incoming
pulsed signal in order to obtain optical power levels corresponding to hni  1.
The device under test (DUT) was maintained in a closed cycle cryogenic probe
station (Montana Instruments) for variation of the device temperature from 4 K
to room temperature. The device was wirebonded to a carrier board with high
speed SMP connectors. Light was coupled onto the chip using cleaved ultra-high
numerical aperture(UHNA) fibers, edge coupled to inverse silicon taper waveguides.
A straight through waveguide on the same chip was measured at temperature and
used to calibrate the coupling loss for determination of the optical power reaching
the detector. In order to calculate the coupling loss, the throughput was measured
multiple times, requiring the fiber to be fully retracted, then contact between the
fiber and end-fire waveguide was redone. This procedure yielded a coupling loss of
7.11 dB/facet with an uncertainty of ± 0.06 dB. During Geiger mode operation, the
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amplitude of the signal on the oscilloscope helped in determining if re-optimization
of the fiber was necessary, for instance, when the coupled power was low.

The gated Geiger mode signal was observed on a high-speed oscilloscope where
the threshold was adjusted above the AC source noise. The trigger threshold of the
oscilloscope was adjusted for each DUT in order to trigger on an avalanche within the
pulse bias time window. (See Figure 6.9 (a)) Prior to breakdown, the device acts as
a capacitive load. The fast rising and falling edge of the AC bias pulse is able to pass
through the device, and results in transient spikes, which must be separated from
the actual breakdown signal. In our case, this was accomplished by adjusting the
threshold of the oscilloscope in order to trigger at a voltage above that of the AV bias
feed through. The signal resulting from breakdown of the APD was much higher than
this, allowing efficient detection. The oscilloscope provided a synchronized output
trigger which was connected to one channel of a PicoHarp 300 (TCSPC).

The TCSPC is used in the experimental configuration to construct an arrival time
histogram of APD counts above the threshold relative to the beginning of the AC
bias pulse. The overbias pulse is used to start the TCSPC counter where the pulse
time window is subdivided into 4 ps bins. A count signal above threshold is recorded
and subsequently turns off until the next overbias gate. In this configuration, the
total number of counts (Nc ) is obtained by summing up the counts in the histogram.
The total number of overbias gates (Ng ) is given by the total collection time and the
repetition rate, Ng = frep Ttot . From this data, we can derive the click probabilities
for the detector under single photon illumination conditions and in the dark. In the
next section, we will demonstrate how analysis of this data gives the SPDE and DCR
detector characteristics.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Oscilloscope trace of Gm-APD under pulsed single photon illumination. Voltage and time scales are 1 mV/div and 1 ns/div respectively. (b) Histograms
for gated Geiger mode single photon detection. Red dots are for pulse illuminated
APD with hni = 0.1 photons, and black dots are for the APD in the dark. The
temporal analysis window τ is shown schematically. The dark count probability is
proportional to the cross-hatched area, and detection probability is proportional to
the integrated area under the red fit Gaussian.

6.7

SPDE and DCR analysis

Figure 6.9 (a) shows the oscilloscope trace illustrating the arrival time variation of
the avalanche current pulse generated by the pulsed optical signal. The capacitive
feed-throughs are clearly seen and set the scope threshold limit for the triggering.
Figure 6.9 (b) contains a light and dark arrival time histogram for our waveguidecoupled Geiger mode APD. The vertical axis gives the number of counts and the
horizontal axis the time bins. A Gaussian curve has been fit to the data. Due to
the rising and falling edge of the AC bias pulse, it is more convenient to analyze
the data over a window shorter than the actual gate pulse, τ shown in figure 6.9
(b). By doing this, the overbias voltage, and therefore the dark count probability
and detection efficiency, can be assumed constant. The raw histogram data can be
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converted into a probability rate by dividing the individual counts per bin nc by Ng ∆t
, where ∆t = 4ps is the bin time interval. The probability rate is r(t) = nc (t)/Ng ∆t.
The count probability is then given by
Z
pc =
0

τ

N (τ )
1 X
dtr(t) =
nc (i)
Ng i=0

(6.13)

where we are integrating over the small (2 ns ) time window shown in figure 6.9
(b). Similarly, we can obtain pd , the dark count probability by integrating the
dark rate histogram. From eqs. (6.10) and (6.12), we can substitute the extracted
probabilities and determine the DCR (ρ), and the SPDE (ζ). SPDE was determined
by first subtracting off the counts associated with no light incident on the detector,
this is the red hash lines in Fig. 6.9 (b). Then, by fitting a curve to the remaining
counts associated with incident photons, we are able to divide the sum total number
of photon clicks by the accumulation time, rate of repetition, and average number
of incident photons, which is the single photon detection efficiency .In the following
section, we will examine these derived single photon detector characteristics as a
function of the percent overbias and the temperature of the detector.
The Gm-APDs were characterized at different over-biases and at temperatures
ranging from 5 K to 220 K. At each temperature the devices were allowed to reach
equilibrium prior to I-V characterization. Figure 6.10 (a) shows the dark and illuminated IV characteristics for the various temperatures examined here. The IV characteristics show a trend of increasing breakdown voltage as temperature increases.
Increasing temperature necessitates higher electric fields in order to reach breakdown
because of the increase in carrier cooling caused by phonon scattering [93]. Furthermore, the dark IVs show abrupt transitions from low noise current, <10 pA, to
current compliance. This type of behavior suggests that a sufficiently doped charge
layer restricts non-photon generated carriers from entering the multiplication region
and prematurely setting off an avalanche.
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Figure 6.10: Temperature dependent Geiger mode characteristics of lateral APD.
(a) IV characteristics for multiple temperatures in the dark and under CW laser
illumination. (b) DCR vs. excess bias for various temperatures. (Uses same color
code as (a)). (c) DCR vs. repetition rate for the gated overbias voltage at 80 K. (d)
Single photon detection efficiency (SPDE) and DCR for the Gm-APD measured at
80 K as a function of % overbias. Here the overbias is given by VEx /Vbr in percent.

Next the DCR was measured as a function of the percent overbias (VEx /Vbr ) for
temperatures of 5, 80, 160, 165, 170, 180, and 220 K, respectively. Figure 6.10 (b)
shows that below a nominal temperature of 165 K, the dark count rate is largely
unaffected by temperature, but quickly increases above this critical temperature.
The gated overbias repetition rate was frep = 2kHz, and the pulse width was fixed at
10 ns for all of the temperatures.
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Figure 6.10 (c) shows the dependency of DCR as a function of the frequency of
repetition. There is an immediate increase in DCR with increasing repetition rate
measured at 80 K. This is more than likely due to the device being operated at
such a low temperature that the trapped charge lifetime is likely greater than tens
of microseconds [78]. This explains why even at our lowest frequency of repetition,
2 kHz, we see an increase of almost an order of magnitude when the rate is changed
to 10 kHz.
Finally, DCR and SPDE were measured for a Gm-APD as a function of excess
overbias with the temperature fixed at 80 K. Figure 6.10 (d) shows a Gm-APD’s
single photon detection efficiency and dark count rate as a function of excess bias.
The integration window τ ' 4ns for each SPDE and DCR measurement. The
repetition rate for the gate pulses was also held fixed at 2 kHz and VAC was increased.
(See figure 6.8) The Gm-APD achieved 5.27% single photon detection efficiency from
a highly attenuated pulsed laser source with hni = 0.1 mean photons per pulse. The
sub MHz DCR was measured at low excess bias, reaching 534 kHz at the highest
detection efficiency. Improving the SPDE is the next step, warranting studies with
a 1510 nm pulsed laser for a complete study.
The Gm-APD jitter can be obtained from the single photon histogram of figure
6.9. The sources of timing jitter are from the pulsed-laser, the gating electronics,
and the intrinsic response of the Gm-APD. Here the jitter is
σGm−AP D =

q

2
2
2
σHist
− σLaser
− σElect

(6.14)

where σHist ' F W HM/8 ln(2) was obtained from the histogram FWHM of 116 ps,
the laser jitter was measured to be 32 ps, and the electronic jitter was determined to
be 31 ps from the hardware specs. Thus, the estimated jitter of the Gm-APD was
determined to be 105 ps.
Here, we have described the design, fabrication, and characterization of an inte-
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grated waveguide-coupled Ge-on-Si lateral avalanche single photon detector operated
in Geiger mode within our Si photonics process. We have demonstrated greater than
5% SPDE operating in the telecom O-band (1310 nm) with the lowest dark current
for this temperature range of 534 kHz. An extracted jitter of 105 ps was measured.
Furthermore, we find a transition temperature of ' 160 K above which the DCR
increases dramatically. This work provides a detailed study for dark count rate with
dark count probability exceeding previous state of the art Ge on Si SPADs [91, 92]
and the first application of a waveguide coupled Ge on Si APD as a single photon
detector. Temperature studies were done to illustrate the wide range of operable
temperatures the Gm-APD can optimally work at and how little performance suffers
at higher temperatures. Our devices have been well characterized with explanation
of testing environment and setup.
Future detector designs will include optimization of the p-Si charge layer doping
and variation of the Ge epi growth conditions and geometry to increase SPDE for
an overall class leading Ge-on-Si single photon detector. The charge layer acts as a
scattering and absorbing medium for the photon [2], and as a recombination site for
the photo-generated electron. Similarly, within the Ge absorption region, threading
misfit dislocations may be trapping the photo-generated charges, thus reducing the
probability of it reaching the multiplication region.

6.8

SPAD Limitations

With little over 5% detection efficiency, there is still significant room for improvement. These results do exceed the most recent work by Warburton et al [92], who
published results of SPDE of approximately 4%. What’s more impressive is our
SPDE results exceeded Warburton’s results with improved DCR as well. In fact,
DCR was reduced by an order of magnitude without sacrificing detection efficiency.
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Nonetheless, further improvements can be made knowing what is limiting our SPADs.
SPDE can be readily calculated from the average mean photon number, < n >,
dark count probability, Pd , and total count probability, Pt as
SP DE =

1 − Pd
1
ln(
).
<n>
1 − Pt

(6.15)

Looking at the SPDE from it’s composition of many efficiencies, one can see the
interdependencies of what may reduce the overall performance of the SPAD. The
cumulative form goes as
SP DE = ηcoupl ηabs ηinj ηava

(6.16)

where ηcoupl is the coupling efficiency of the SPAD. For our waveguide-coupled lateral
APDs, this would not be the limiting factor. Extensive simulations and analysis has
been done on passive waveguides showing good coupling efficiency on chip. Moreover,
previously published PiN photodetectors have shown a responsivity of 0.8 A/W at
1550 nm, bolstering the fact that light coupling from the waveguide to the through
the charge layer into the absorbing Germanium is a relatively efficient process. Absorption is the next bottleneck and is labeled above as ηabs , for absorption efficiency.
This would be depending on wavelength, so by choosing a higher energy light, such
as 1310 nm, the efficiency of absorption is increased.
Next, ηinj is the efficiency of the injection of the photo-excited carrier into the
multiplication region. This is where the efficiencies are most likely to begin to decrease. Photon absorption is independent of applied bias and is also independent of
MR width. However, carrier injection into the MR region is much more complex. To
begin, there must be punch through of the electric field into the absorption region
to drift the carriers out, or else SPDE is a random walk based on diffusion.
As the carrier drifts, it first must traverse the defect sites at the threading dislocation. The defect density should be relatively constant for all Ge-Si interfaces, but still
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serves to trap all carriers moving towards the MR region. Next is the charge layer,
where the mobile carrier continues to drift through. The acceptor-doped charge layer
may benefit photon signals because there is lower probability of photo-excitation in
the charge layer region, however, for electrons, it serves to potentially act as a volume
were the carrier can convert its energy to phonons and fall into a valence band.
The last efficiency relates to how likely the excited electron is to create an
avalanche event. The probability of detecting a photo-excited avalanche signal, ηava ,
requires that that the electron traverse the previously mentioned gauntlet of trap
sites in order to impact ionize into a measurable signal. There is some subtlety to
this statement because the signal from a single carrier may avalanche, but it must do
so with enough ionization events to be captured by some counter or hardware with a
low enough threshold. In our case, the oscilloscope was set to a few milli-volts, just
enough to overcome feed-through noise, but still be triggered by low signal avalanche
events. It should become more evident why SPDE of a SACM-type single photon
avalanche diode is so complex and detection efficiencies are low, the performance
degradation mechanisms are quite extensive have many factors, such as fabrication
and biasing, which can reduce a few of the efficiencies before starting.
The main discussion point of this section is SPAD limitations, however, photoexcited carrier was interchangeably used with mobile carrier to help remind us that
the carrier can also be dark generated, that is to say, not from a photon. Had the
carrier come from thermal generation or an afterpulse event, only ηcoupl and ηabs would
not be involved. There involvement becomes less important when it’s considered
that their probabilities are quite high compared to the rest of the efficiencies. So
whether ηcoupl and ηabs stays or goes, the two are not the limiting factors for device
performance.
So, for the other efficiencies, what can be done to increase their probabilities as
close to 100% as possible? Well, as mentioned, the total defect density is essentially
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constant. So if the SPAD is fabricated to have a small Ge-Si interface, not only are the
dislocation sites reduced, the DCR is effectively reduced because mid-state bandgap
sites are less extensive. As seen in eq. 6.15, SPDE is a function of the probability of
a dark count, so if the DCR can be reduced, the SPDE increases. In fact, Itzler et al.
have published on DCR per unit area [Hz/µm2 ] [94], for analysis of reducing device
size in order to decrease DCR. A final benefit of having a smaller Ge-Si interface,
or more specifically a narrower interface, is that the dislocations terminate more
readily at the sidewalls and don’t permeate up through the Ge absorption region. If
they only penetrate so far into the Ge, this increases the injection efficiency because
carriers are more likely to escape the absorption layer.
The efficiencies that include carrier drift through the Ge or charge layer are
the lower efficiencies, for our lateral APDs. In contrast, the avalanche probability
would be quite high for our device. Seen in the IV characteristics of fig. 6.10 (a),
the breakdown of Si is abrupt and definitive. Therefore, the SPADs show ideal
behavior for breakdown, while still achieving punch through into the absorption
region for photo-excited carrier extraction. But, clearly shown in 6.16, the total
detection efficiency can be reduced by each probability and have degrading effects
on performance.
Table 6.1:
Reference
Lu et al. [91]
Warburton et al. [92]
Our work [95]
Yuan et al. [96]
Liu et al. [86]
Itzler et al. [94]
Aminian et al. [97]
Comandar et al. [98]

SPAD Performance Metrics
Material
SPDE(λ)
DCR
Ge-on-Si 14% (1310 nm) 100 MHz
Ge-on-Si 4% (1310 nm)
6 MHz
Ge-on-Si 5.3% (1310 nm) 534 kHz
InGaAs 40% (1060 nm)
20 kHz
InGaAs 45% (1310 nm)
12 kHz
InGaAs 45% (1310 nm)
60 kHz
GaAs-Ge 25% (1100 nm)
10 kHz
InGaAs 55% (1550 nm) 500 MHz

For semiconductor-based SPADs, designers can set detection efficiency goals,
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which really stems from a comparison of current state of the art devices in both semiconductor technology as well as other platforms such as superconducting nanowires.
However, since the signal wavelength is 1310 nm or 1550 nm, the bandgap of the absorption layer is going to be small enough that performance will be very temperature
dependent. So when researching similar types of SPADs of varying architecture and
materials, their performances are published at temperatures from 1-4 K up to 300
K. So if the performances of each are noted, a comparison can be made as to some
of the recently published work on SPADs, relegated to Si and III-V foundational
materials.
In order to have respectable applications to quantum key distribution (QKD),
SPADs should exceed a SPDE of 50%. A lower detection efficiency requires the
receiver, Bob in quantum cryptography jargon, to accumulate signals for longer in
order to make a key. Similarly for Alice, again quantum jargon, she must expect to
send a longer key string because Bob is going to lose half of what he receives, not
including any loss due to distance or signals syphoned off by an eavesdropper. 50%
may seem high but take time to consider typical communication speeds. If 10 Gbps
are transmitted in a network setting, for example, half the data is, or better yet
energy, is wasted. This efficiency would be completely unacceptable for data centers,
which is why the application needs to be considered. For applications of LIDAR, this
would be acceptable, especially for a CMOS-based device such as a Ge-on-Si APD.
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In all instances of work that I have been a part of, future design improvements would
absolutely improve the performance of each and every device. The issue comes from
funding. It’s no trivial task to simulate the device to verify their design. And if
simulations prove to be optimized, it still takes yet more time to build them into
a mask file. Lastly is fabrication, funding must be set aside for wafer costs and
man-hours for doing the fabrication. In the end, future designs can greatly improve
the performance but their priority needs to be handled with care to add them to
possible research and development work, stating their benefit as part of an integrated
Si photonic package.

7.1

Heater-Modulators

Improving the thermal efficiency of heater-modulators is necessary to have an all
inclusive package for WDM. The opto-electronic modulation is already low power.
So, it’s imperative to reduce the power dissipated from the modulator to the surroundings as much as possible for two reasons. The first, is that that is wasted
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power. Heating up the Si substrate or metal lines is not beneficial in any way. In
fact, TECs need to be used or some form of cooling to extract that wasted heat. The
second reason is because the heat is, in some cases, partially dumped into nearby
modulators shifting their intrinsic resonance. So reducing the input power as much
as possible also reduces the heat flow to near by modulators or other devices.
The first issue of wasted power was investigated through substrate removal for
both external and integrated heater modulators. In both instances, a larger wavelength shift was seen given the same input power, nearly 3x (up to 0.69 nm/mW)
for the external heater-modulator, and nearly 2x (up to 2.16 nm/mW) for the integrated heater modulator. The fact the increase wasn’t as drastic as other published
results implies our devices are intrinsically efficient. However, further work can be
done to reduce the heat flow away from the modulator through the metal conductive
contacts. This leads into the second issue.
The second issue is more of a real world application issue because these modulators will more likely be used in a dense setting, for example in wavelength division
multiplexing. Therefore, if the substrate is removed the next path for heat to flow
will be the metal lines, possibly to other heater-modulators. In fact, this was anticipated and simulated to see the results. Shown in 7.1 is a simulation of the thermal
steady state solution with two modulators in close proximity to each other, with one
having power input into the heater. Both modulators sit atop the substrate removed
back etch.
Figure 7.1 is the simulation showing the setup where power was applied to the
right modulator and the average temperature around the periphery of the left disk
was extracted. The average temperature of the passive left microdisk was found to
be 400.5 K up from room temperature, 293 K. This is equal to about 8.59 nm shift.
In comparison, there is only a 2.03 nm shift for the passive modulator when substrate
is left un-etched. What this means is, although the actively powered modulator is
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Figure 7.1: Simulated setup for two modulators, one active on the right and one
passive on the left. Both are centered in a 50 µ m back etch.

made to be more efficient through substrate removal, the power dissipated more
readily couples to the left passive microdisk. This additional power flowing to the
passive modulator will require additional work to return the passive modulator back
to its intrinsic resonance. More than likely this will require additional input power,
nullifying the efficiencies seen by removing the substrate below the devices.
In order to combat this heat transfer, future designs would need to involve oxide
etching, where the oxide layer is removed between devices to leave an air gap. Top
etching will incur added costs and may be a coarse process, but the air gap will
be the best form of insulation between modulators to reduce the thermal crosstalk.
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Also, what is currently being designed is to use the metal lines to, for lack of a better
word, reflect the heat back into the modulator. The metal lines are clearly a big
player in dissipating heat away from the device, so the hope is to keep the heat near
the intended modulator. And for heat that does escape through the metal lines, it’s
a small enough path to not be as significant.

7.2

Linear mode APDs

The linear mode APDs were shown to have record GBW product for any Ge-on-Si
APD. However, what was lacking was an integrated TIA. Future designs would need
to include this to really have publishable performance of what commercial fabricators
are looking for. This work would require some adjustment to electrical pad layout
because of the high RF needed to fully test the device. A DC-type probe with 5
or more probes would not work. Even at 10 GHz the probes would be near their 3
dB performance. So including the TIA would require some focused integration with
current linear mode APD design.
Other future work would also include parametric sweeps of the Ge absorption
layer. With even the shortest APD design the bandwidth does not improve significantly. This means there is a factor that all devices suffer from that is limiting their
performance. The charge layer could be the culprit, not allowing a large enough field
to penetrate the Ge to sweep out carriers. Temperature dependent work would be
beneficial as well to see if eye diagrams benefit from lower temperatures. Our probe
station, which is capable of -60 C would be sufficient for looking at performance as
a function of temperature.
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7.3

Geiger-mode APDs

Geiger-mode performance would benefit from further improvements in design and
more splits on charge layer doping. Because it would be beneficial to start with new
designs, future work would be to have sweeps on the MR width to larger lengths
than 1.5 µ m. This would degrade the gating speed, however it was seen even in the
shorter instances, the performance dropped immediately when the repetition rate
was increased above 10 kHz. Increasing the width of the MR will require a larger
applied voltage, but it will also allow for more impact ionization events, leading to
a larger measurable signal.
With p charge doping requiring the same doping across one wafer, multiple wafers
would be necessary to do future splits on the doping parameters. Despite this set
back, it would be beneficial to have additional splits on the Si-p doping in order to
test the efficacy of carriers swept out of the Ge absorption region. We saw good dark
current performance at all temperatures, leading to the idea we could reduce the
charge layer doping for a higher probability of photo-generated carrier extraction.
This would also increase the dark count rate but the hope is that the S/N ratio
would favor the photo-generated carriers vs the dark generated carriers.
Another future design would involve electric field control. The current design
leveraged the symmetry of the device to keep carriers away from the oxide sidewall
traps. Further work can be done to concentrate the field down the middle of the
APD. The effect would require having a higher doped region in the middle of the
charge layer. This would focus the field straight down from the P+ Ge contact
down to the P+ Si channel in the charge layer. The trade off for this design would
be higher scattering and larger probability of carrier absorption in the p charge
channel. This design does get complicate because additional splits could be done
during the annealing time. Longer annealing times would cause the heavily doped
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charge channel to diffuse into the entire charge layer. It’s uncertain if this would help
but one can imagine at the limit if we anneal for long enough, the channel would
smear into the whole charge layer, leading to a heavily doped charge layer that would
require a large field for penetration into the Ge absorption layer.
Last designs would involve returning to vertical APDs instead of lateral APDs for
Geiger-mode operation. Future work would entail splits on the MR length, of course,
as well as Ge length and in-situ doping. Growing crystalline Si in a rounded edge
device would be difficult but including the APD near a bend, to reduce scattering
issues, may be included in future designs. This proposal is mainly limited by the Ge
grown above the Si, not so much the Si. If the Ge is not terminated properly, with
respect to its crystalline growth, the unterminated Ge has dangling bonds that act
as trap sites. So consideration has to be taken in terms of FDTD simulations to find
out if curved APDs have performance factors that make it worth fabricating.
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